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THE STANDISH-FORD-FERRELL CONSORTIUMS.

THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM is putting on a BIG DRIVE to take over one or more Segments of the ADVENTIST CHURCH. It is a REPEAT of what the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" tried in 1930-2. What the "AWAKENING" tried under HUDSON in 1960. (Merely raked in the REMNANTS of the SHEPHERD'S RODS) - with the very same basic Doctrines - but CLEVER enough to use DIFFERENT TERMINOLOGY with the same DOGMAS.

TO BRING DOWN A TREE -

You WEAKEN it by UNDERMINING one Side of the Tree - before you go to the OTHER SIDE to bring it CRASHING DOWN! Say whatever you like about the IMPORTANCE of 1888 - it was JONES and WAGGONER that BACKED "ELLEN WHITE" against OVERWHELMING ODDS in 1888 - but it was not long before they took off and preached the same "PLEASING FABLES!" to suit the "ITCHING EARS!" as "THEY" went BACK to the leadership and what "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" listed as "THE ALPHA OF APOSTASY" was KELLOG'S "LIVING TEMPLE" - with the "APPROVAL SIGNATURES" of JONES and WAGGONER in 1903. (All PROTESTATIONS to the CONTRARY.)

ARTHUR WHITE BLEW THE WHISTLE ON THEM IN 1966 - when he saw under the TUTELAGE of "HUDSON" that he
(ARTHUR WHITE) and his GRANDMOTHER were going to be RAILROADED "OUT!" by BRINSMEAD and (forever WRONG!) WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA coming with "JONES!" and "WAGGONER - WAGGONER - WAGGONER!" - from AUSTRALIA - 1960. Just as PREDICTED by the PEN of ELLEN WHITE - "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION of Satan will be (FUTURISH!) "WILL BE!" to make of NON-EFFECT the TESTIMONIES of the Spirit of God...There "WILL BE!" a HATRED kindled against the "TESTIMONIES" which is SATANIC!" SM 1:48. "Where there is NO VISION - the people PERISH!" SM 2:78. "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS:

(1) BE HONEST. (2) You can sit in the Class at ANDREWS by "ANDREWS SEMINARY STUDIES" - STUDENTS and ELDERLY US $10.50 - 4 Times a Year. REGULAR US $13.50. FOREIGN: US $15.50. Sit in the CLASS to see what they teach UP-COMING "MINISTERIAL HOPEFULS" - entire ISSUES - NO "TESTIMONIES!" They prefer the OPINIONS of 666 BABYLONIANS! They are TRAINED to go by VOLUMINOUS "COMMENTARIES" (Perhaps over $200.00 a set or other EXPENSIVE BOOKS recommended here or from SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE or get a "GOODLY BABYLONISH GARMENT" by getting a "DEGREE" (and a BABYLONISH "WIFE!") a BIGGER ADVENTIST CHURCH if you come dressed in this BABYLONISH GARB! "ALL HAIL! MAKE WAY FOR "THE SCHOLAR!" Then you need WONDER-NO-LONGER from whence comes "CHARISMA" PENTECOSTAL "POWER!" and "TONGUES" and "DANCING!" and "HOLY FLESH DRUMS!" and all! NO WONDER AT ALL! "...DEMONS in the form of MEN - are PRESENT!" SM 2:37.

THIS IS THE "Y" IN THE ROAD!

Some call it "THE CROSS-ROADS." Neither one is the correct term. BOTH those Terms suggest an EQUAL-SIZED "SPLIT" or "ROAD." That is the DEFINITION by "RALPH LARSON" in "THE GREATEST OF ALL REVIVALS!" as FEATURED in the STANDISH MAGAZINE "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" December 1990, p.4 and TRANSFERRED to a SPECIAL "WORLD-WIDE" TAPE - NARRATED by "CLIFF KEMBERLING" from "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" POB 740, EATONVILLE, WA 98230. (They envision they have the tree whistled away to the point where a few more strokes will bring it DOWN!) MAKING A DESPERATE BID to take over the
LEADERSHIP of SEGMENTS of the ADVENTIST CHURCH in his "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" MAGAZINE, 11710 Education Street, AUBURN, CA 95603-2499. (NO DATE BUT "POST-MARKED" MAY 31, 1991.) FORD CAPTIVATING OVERFLOW AUDIENCES around the World and right in ADVENTIST CENTERS such as "SLIGO" - "THE SECOND BIGGEST ADVENTIST CHURCH IN THE WORLD." FORD SPEAKS GLIBLY of "ADVENTISM" coming his (EVANGELICAL "BABYLON" WAY) since GLACIER VIEW - 1980. (And he is RIGHT!) BOTH FACTIONS, all THREE - have not the slightest interest in being FACTUAL, they are TRAINED "DEBATERS" - TRAINED in the Adventist Colleges to "WIN" at any Cost! "TRUTH!" can come AFTER - if at all.

IN THAT COLLEGIATE CLIMATE AMONG "SCHOLARSHIP" -

ONE PROFESSIONAL LIAR - ADMires THE OTHER PROFESSIONAL LIAR - they ADMIRE the one who can BEST the other! THE ANGEL OF TRUTH must FLEE from their PRESENCE. And we will WAIT until we come to the End of the Road to see if "ALL LIARS!" will have their "PART" in "THE LAKE OF FIRE!" or not. Rev. 19:20; 20:9,15; 21:8,27; 22:15.

WHAT CAPTIVATED "ADVENTISM" IN THE "ALPHA" - 1903?

"In the summer of 1903..."In vision I saw him (A.T.JONES) under the influence of DR. KELLOGG. Fine threads were being woven around him, till he was being bound HAND and FOOT." LETTER 116, 1906. "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" - (The BOOK the JONES AND WAGGONER ADDICTS WILL NOT QUOTE!) Found in the A-B-C "APPENDIX" Section released by ARTHUR WHITE in 1966.)

*** * * * * * * * * * * ***

"A.T.JONES) ...God has given him WARNINGS that he REPUDIATED..."But he was SELF-CONFIDENT, and declared to me that DR. KELLOGG believed the "TRUTH!" and the "TESTIMONIES" just as firmly as the rest of us..." TCTV 307. "A REVIVAL of the FIRST GREAT APOSTASY"... J.H.KELLOGG...And A.T.JONES is following the SAME COURSE and voicing the SAME SENTIMENTS, with a most DETERMINED SPIRIT...A REVIVAL of the FIRST GREAT APOSTASY IN THE HEAVENLY COURTS...UNDER HYPNOTIC POWER!" (This is the the THEME for 2 full Pages - 308 and 309.)
"GIVING HEED TO DOCTRINES OF DEVILS - "A.T. JONES"

"DR. KELLOGG, and ELDER TENNEY are all working under the SAME LEADERSHIP... "SOME shall DEPART from the FAITH, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS"...A.T. JONES... they did not believe the "TESTIMONIES"... as was the COURSE of "CANRIGHT." p.310. "A.G. DANIELLS... he personally had appreciated the FINE, FAITHFUL, AND EFFICIENT SERVICES that BROTHER JONES had rendered the cause... (Yes, when the two of them TURNED THIS DENOMINATION over to the TIGHTEST UNION in the WORLD - the DRUGGING A.M.A. and the FDA!) ("ACCREDITING" was NOT NECESSARY - NOT-TO-THIS-DAY!) p.311. "1923... a STROKE of APOPLEXY that caused his Death." p.312.

ELDER E.J. WAGGONER.

"... the GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION of 1897... DR. KELLOGG was ALSO at this Session and spoke frequently, and there introduced his PANTHEISTIC VIEWS... a far-reaching INFLUENCE on ELDER WAGGONER. Within the next few years... began to espouse and promulgate views of "SPIRITUAL AFFINITY" - that is, that one not rightly a MARRIAGE PARTNER HERE might be one in the Life to come, and this allows a PRESENT SPIRITUAL UNION. (Like MORMONISM!)... 1901 GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION "ENTHUSED with what" he "supposed to be PRECIOUS SPIRITUAL LIGHT." (Letter 224, 1908.) PRINTED by ARTHUR WHITE in the APPENDIX of the OLSON TCTV BOOK p.313.

ARE YOU WATCHING THE DATES - ???

1888 was NOT the "ALPHA!" What happened in 1889 was FAR MORE IMPORTANT than 1888. That was when the "NATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT" was born. The FORE-RUNNERS of the NATIONAL and WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. T5:712. Go back to p.211 and what does she call them THERE - ??? And what is their FATE - ???. And if you are studying "TRUMPETS" do not miss this one - T5:715. And if you would happen to read up to p.720 - you might see what will take place "WHEN THE BOOKS ARE OPENED!"
Signifying that NO BOOKS were "OPENED" before 1844 and the BOOKS for the "LIVING" were not yet "OPENED" as of this Date - 1889. p.692.

A PRINCIPLE OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE!

If we do not get SERIOUS - if we go by some leadership! And do not study for ourselves: "...THE LIGHT WILL BE WITHDRAWN, and you will be "LEFT!" in "DARKNESS!" T5:720. Then, TOO LATE, we will find we should have "INDIVIDUALLY!" studied for OURSELVES. p.720. For we are "NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!"

AND THAT IS EXACTLY THE UNITED CRY -

of STANDISH and FORD - to show how "MANY!" they have with them, and, of course - that is what people WANT. See then at the BEACH - see them at the BALL-GAME - see them at the DANCE - see them in the ARMY-AIR-FORCE -or MARINES! The "EVANGELICAL" WORLD makes it so EASY to be "JUSTIFIED!" but is it all that EASY - ??? "To Souls that are EARNESTLY SEEKING for "LIGHT" and that ACCEPT with GLADNESS every Ray of DIVINE ILLUMINATION from His Holy Word, to such "ALONE!" LIGHT-WILL-BE-GIVEN! It is through THESE SOULS that God will reveal that LIGHT and POWER which will "LIGHTEN" the whole Earth with His glory." T5:729. This PRINCIPLE is shown in AA 401.

"WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490, 233, 622.


NOW THAT WE HAVE SET FORTH THAT PRINCIPLE -

we can better UNDERSTAND why ATHEISTS - TURKS - and GREEKS who respect "HEALTH REFORM" will go: "IN ADVANCE OF US!" T6:299. T3:161. NOT-LIKE-STANDISH - the ADVENTISTS appointing him to TEACH A CLASS how to use DRUGS - ??? And then come BACK and try to Teach us something about DOCTRINE - ??? (As did JONES and DANIETTS.) We respect NOTHING they say! THIS-IS-THE-WAY-GOD-SHOWS-THEM-UP! His Angels "LEAVE THEM TO THE DECEPTIONS THAT THEY LOVE!" WHAT LED JONES AND WAGGONER INTO "LIVING TEMPLE?"
So that Froom and Wilson in their joint book—"Movement of Destiny" admitted through clenched fists and gritted teeth—even after their obvious worshipping of the sentiments of spiritual wife—"Waggoner—Waggoner—Waggoner!" They were forced to admit—
(Because Arthur White exposed it in 1966) in 1971 they almost choked to admit: "Kellogg's "The Living Temple" (1903). (It should be noted that, by this time, the names of "A.T. Jones and Dr. E.J. Waggoner" appear on p.6 of the Preface as approving readers" Movement of Desperation" p.524. (See 352.)

no wonder blotters in Washington revealed:

Years ago—wherever the Writings of Jones and Waggoner went—are followed by a trail of broken homes—infidelity—crazy "offshoot" religions—while clinging like leaches to a wet rock—stay with the laodicean "harlot" of 8:250. (Do not obey the next page!)

Now with this background—are we ready to find—

Where did Jones—where did Standish—where did Ford—where did they unitedly come to the "Y" in the road and take the wrong turn—?? It is on one point. It is why they are going overboard now for "Pentecostalism—sorcery—hypnotism—"celebration"—whirling their partners around the "golden calf!"

It is found in 3 words:

"I am saved!"

That is the "Y" in the road. That is the "cross-roads." A far more fitting description is the "broad-minded—way to destruction!" vs "The little narrow path" and few there be that find it!" And once they find it—all along the way they are "falling off!" back into the "wicked world below!" (Did you ever notice—when you want to find a critical reference like that—it is so often missing in the Index in the back of the book? That calls for "separation!" That we have to leave the wagons and the bundles and the horses—and "follow" one in the footsteps of another! "Let the laymen do all that they can!"

78:246.
"...from the PLOW, from the VINEYARD, from VARIOUS OTHER BRANCHES of WORK, and sent forth by the Lord to the WORLD!" T7:270-1. LS 415. MM 305. PK 223. T7:270-1. Ev.48. T9:96. "...the Lord chose "OTHERS" ...And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their MINDS, give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION" against the ones who have set aside CHERISHED FABLES. THEY-ACT-LIKE-MEN-WHO-HAVE-LOST-THEIR-REASON!" TM 70. BRISBIN 27. ST 4:62. (We must understand - ONCE they are "LEFT" by the Holy Spirit and the Angels of God - THEY-CANNOT-HELP-THEMSELVES - THEY ARE: "CONTROLLED BY EVIL SPIRITS!" Ew T1:187.) (WONDERFUL MIRACLES OF CHRIST. RAISING THE DEAD.) "."...the PRIESTS and RULERS were so FILLED WITH PREJUDICE that they could HARDLY BE RESTRAINED!" TM 72-3. "The POWER attending the MESSAGE will ONLY MADDEN (THEM!)" GC 607. (Be prepared for this from your very best Friends and Relatives - they-cannot-help-it! They are under the CONTROL of another ENTITY! They are in the GRIP of ANOTHER POWER! They COULD NOT appreciate the TRUTH no matter how much they TRIED! We must UNDERSTAND this and try to arrest them - NOW! Before it is too late. Our only HOPE is "NOW!")

THAT IS WHY - WE ARE FILLED WITH HORROR -

at any Teaching that PROMISES we will be "GIVEN" a "CHARACTER!" (or "NATURE!") when HEPPENSTALL'S JEWISH "MESSIAH" COMES! The most HELLISH "FUTURISM!" The PROMISE of what will NEVER BE! Nice sounding DELUSION - the PROMISE of FORD and STANDISH - of a GREAT "REVIVAL!" which INSPIRATION tells us will be the "COUNTERFEIT" and lists the "ABOMINATIONS" they will be TEACHING in the SAME CHAPTER of "MODERN REVIVALS." As ESPoused by "RALPH LARSON" for the STANDISH CONSORTIUM. It is the TAPE from DECEMBER 1990 ISSUE of "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" - called "THE GREATEST OF ALL REVIVALS!" p.4. ONE MAIN REASON THEY ARE LED ASTRAY? They go by "MODERN REVIVALS" from GC 461 but TRY THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 294 and find the FAKE they USE is (IN PARTS) not even a DISTANT RELATIVE.

NOTHING - WILL GET THIS PEOPLE EXCITED LIKE:

THAT PROMISE BY "RALPH LARSON" who admits he has been
FOOLING people for a LIFE-TIME by PAINTING this DECEPTIVE PICTURE of a GLORIous "REVIVAL" in SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM - and they will DIE - trying to PROVE it! But we can PROVE - the VERY OPPOSITE! SR. WHITE CALLS IT - the VERY OPPOSITE! "CONTRARY to all HUMAN PLANNING!

"TM 300. THE "LOUD CRY" will come - THE "LOUD CRY" will go - and "WE SHALL NOT DISCERN OR RECEIVE IT!" TM 507. (And a DOZEN MORE REFERENCES! WE are NEVER short of REFERENCES - we are SHORT of ROOM to place them!) We do not want to TIRE you with TOO MANY REFERENCES. Supposing we take KELLOGG - JONES - WAGGONER - by the HORNS and QUOTE what they fell for -

"LAST-DAY DECEPTIONS!"

"PANTEHISTIC THEORIES"

"The THEORY that God is an "ESSENCE" pervading all "NATURE" is one of SATAN'S most subtle devices... DARKNESS is their ELEMENT, SENSUALITY their SPHERE. They GRATIFY the NATURAL HEART and give LICENSE to INCLINATION. SEPARATION from God is the RESULT of accepting them...ONLY THROUGH THE BLOOD...HIS GRACE ALONE can enable us to RESIST and SUBDUE the tenden-
cies of our fallen NATURE. This POWER of SPIRITUAL-
ISTIC THEORIES..." T8:291.

NOW IF I LOOK AT THAT - AND LOOK AT IT AGAIN -

AND BEGIN TO ANALYZE THAT - TRY TO PUT IT TOGETHER.

"SPIRITUALISTIC THEORIES" - not OUTSIDE the Church - but "IN" the Church - via JONES - WAGGONER - KELLOGG - DR. SADLER - ELDER TENNEY - (and who knows how many OTHERS) and this "SOPHISTRY" cuts away our "RESIS-
TANCE!" (And Heaven knows we have little enough ANYWAY! Before these people came along!) And if this was the WARNING in 1904 - so to get a GRASP of this DEVELOPMENT - and we find that WRONG DOCTRINE leads to WRONG PERFORMANCE because we did not understand the WILES of SATAN as he sends TEMPTATION in our WEAKENED CONDITION due to the VAIN "SOPHISTRIES" - but we IGNORE it all because OTHERS IGNORE it, and we find out (THE HARD WAY!) that JONES FELL - WAGGONER FELL - disruption in HOMES all around the World -
DO WE HAVE TO BE HIT ON THE HEAD

with a 10 POUND HAMMER to finally CATCH ON? Did the WAGGONER FALL come FIRST – or did the DANGEROUS DOCTRINES OF DEMONS come "FIRST"? So if we pick up the THEME and the DRIFT – and we PAUSE to ENLARGE on the THEME – and turn to the "SERIES B" that they tried so HARD to get RID OF – and we see the STARTLING WORDS: "THE ENEMY OF SOULS (SATAN THE DEVIL) has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION" (ONLY A "SUPPOSI-
TION! NOT REAL!) that a "GREAT REFORMATION was to take place AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS...!" SM 1:204.
B2:54.

NOW IF WE DID NOT READ THAT IN RAPID-FIRE ORDER –

HARDLY NOTICING WHAT IT SAID. And if we go back and REVIEW that PORTION that we KNOW – OTHERS do not UNDERSTAND – not even if they were Life-Time "ADVENTISTS!" (That is the MOST HOPELESS of ALL! They were fed with their PABLUM that "THEY" are the HOLY ONES – the ELECT ONES – the ONES destined to give the "LAST MESSAGE!" They would not even TRY to UNDER-
STAND those few Words. That ADVENTISTS will be LED BY THE DEVIL by the HOUTEFFS – the NAGELS – the DURSTS – the 1960 BRINSMeads and WRIGHTS and WRONGS – and VANCE FERRELL and JOHN OSBORNE and ROY A. ANDERSON and LEROY EDWIN FROM – (and mainly the SEMINARY "THEOLO-
G IANS" who TEACH the "RABBLE OF JERUSALEM" – they would all JERK to ALERT! WHAT-IS-THIS-MAN-SAYING? WE, (SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS) – led by the DEVIL andRALPH LARSON – if we LOOK, LONG, DREAM – of a "GREAT REVIVAL!" The DREAM of ADVENTISTS and JEWS for EONS IN TIME – and one such "MOVEMENT" failed after the other – but we DREAM ON and ON and ON – this means we are led "BY THE DEVIL?" As this REFERENCE SAYS!

HOEHN! YOUR WRITINGS ARE SO CONFUSING!

WHY DON'T YOU STICK WITH THE SUBJECT! Just because you had a BONE-JARRING RE-ACTION - that does not "PROVE" that we DID NOT stay with the "SUBJECT!" THE SUBJECT is a "GREAT REVIVAL" and if we are basing that on GC 464 – then we see we are dealing with "MANY "BIG" REVIVALS!" "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS" and in the "FUTURE!" So if we give up "SESSLER’S PERVERTED
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UNDERSTANDING OF "RALPH LARSON'S" CURSING OF "FUTURISM!" we would indeed be at SEA to understand ANY PART of GC 464 or that entire CHAPTER so we have to resort to "KINDERGARTEN" METHODS to start with the "A-B-C's" which this people HAVE-NEVER-LEARNED! So we would need an ENTIRE STUDY on "REVIVALS" Big or Small and look BACK as well as AHEAD - to see WHO gave them. The RESULTS of giving them. THE FIASCOES - the DISAPPOINTMENTS -

WHAT WERE THE OVER-RIDING PRINCIPLES -

that controlled EVERY-ONE-OF-THEM? (1) "THIS "CHURCH" - THIS "JERUSALEM" - THIS "HOLY CITY" - would make such a BIG SPLASH in the RELIGIOUS SEA - and all who stayed WITH them would SHARE in the HONORS and the VICTORY PARADES! Sr. White SMASHED that "JEWISH HOPE!" in the very FIRST CHAPTER - in the very FIRST 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" (BOOK 4) - and is why URIAH SMITH CHANGED the very FIRST PAGE of that Book. Now you do not need to believe VANCE FERRELL or CHARLES WHEELING or DR. RUE in the "LAYWORKER" who compiled the WRITINGS OF "THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" as to the SHOCKING - DISGUSTING "CHANGES" you can find by COMPARING the "ELLEN WHITE EDITION" and what WILLIAM WOODWARD would call the "URIAH SMITH EDITION" (1888-1911) and you will have to WRESTLE with it for quite some TIME before you begin to see a PATTERN DEVELOP as to the WHY of the CHANGES as well as the WHERE of the CHANGES. ELLEN WHITE SAID: "LIKE THE JEWS!" they want their "HOLY CITY!" to be VICTORIOUS! So, LIKE THE JEWS - they BEND everything to try to ACHIEVE-THAT GOAL!! But will they? This is the CRUX of the whole MATTER!

EVERY SINGLE "REVIVAL-REFORMATION" TRIED TO-

get enough TOGETHER to "BEAT-THE-ROMANS!" and the ONLY DIFFERENCE in the present one is that it is "THE OMEGA!!" THE CROWNING GLORY of all other "REFORMATIONS FROM BAD TO WORSE!" (SEE THAT IN THE ONE-SHEET GREEN "FLYER" page 22. PHOTO-STATIC "OFFSET" COPY OF "THE PRESENT TRUTH" p.22)

THEY FORGET THAT - "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490.
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But they do not CARE - WHAT IS WRITTEN - a Big "VICTORY!" is always EXCITING! And the ONLY DIFFERENCE between the PRESENT ATTEMPT and those that FAILED - (as we already named!) is that THIS ONE is BETTER PLANNED - CAREFULLY MONITORED - placing "TROUBLE-SHOOTERS!" at various and crucial POSTS and POSITIONS - ready at a moment's Notice to send a "SCOUTING EXPEDITION" to intercept a WEAK SPOT in the "STANDISH MAGINOT LINE!" - "THE FORD FRONT!" - or the VANCE FERRELL "LOWER ADVENTOSIA ALLIGATOR SWAMP DETACHMENT," ADVANCING on 3 FRONTS in the best "PINSCHER-MOVEMENT!" "YAH-WHOL!" "YAWHOL!" HERR VANCE! "CAPITAIN!" LEAD THE WAY! Complete TRI-FRONTAL ATTACK - SPIES and ALL! Women also. SWEEPING in all "OFFSHOOTS!" possible. We notice - NOT-MANY-LEFT! It is a BATTLE between "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" and "PENTECOSTAL CHARISMA!" FORCES!

WE PREDICT - THEY WILL UNITE UNDER THE BANNER OF:

"I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!"

ONLY FORD HAS A REASON - WHAT IS HIS REASON? "We cannot keep the "LAW!" THAT'S THE REASON! "DOC-TRINES OF DEVIL'S - ???" YES! But still it's a REASON for "FORD'S THEOLOGY." Before we are done - we will prove that "STANDISH'S THEOLOGY" is not a whit BETTER! Just hang on! We will come to it! FORD-BRINSMED-HEPPENSTALL DOCTRINE - the REASON for letting "CHRIST" DO-IT-ALL! The SONG of "EVANGELICALISM-MORMONISM-AND ALL THE REST!" "CRAZY?" Yes. But here it is:


"The Sermon on the Mount tells you whether you have "ETERNAL LIFE" or not. (EMPHASIS MINE THROUGHOUT ALL THESE PAPERS.) "NOT by whether your "BEHAVIOUR" matches the Sermon's IDEALS; no one's BEHAVIOUR does." p.3. (Kind of NICE? RIGHT? A good start.)

* * * * * * * * * * *

(THEN HE QUOTES THE USUAL "NO LAW!" CULTS -

FAVORITE TEXT:) "...Therefore, by WORKS of the LAW
shall no-Flesh-be-declared "RIGHTeous" in his sight." (RSV - ??? Certainly not KJ if this is ROMANS 3:20.)

p.3.

MORE USELESS "LAW!"

"The "LAW" is a schoolmaster to bring us to Christ. The schoolmaster CANNOT SAVE US. LAW never forgives, LAW never runs anything, LAW has no energy - LAW just describes me as I am to be."

"THE NEW TESTAMENT SAYS, "Now, do you see it? No one can ever be made RIGHT in God's sight by doing what the LAW commands. For the more we know of God's LAWS, the CLEARER it becomes that we aren't obeying them; his LAWS serve only to make us see that we are SINNERS."

"BUT NOW GOD HAS SHOWN US A DIFFERENT WAY TO HEAVEN - NOT BY 'BEING GOOD ENOUGH' and TRYING to KEEP-HIS-LAWS, but by a "NEW WAY!" (though not new, really, for the Scriptures told us about it long ago.) Now God says he will ACCEPT us and ACQUIT us - declaring us 'NOT GUILTY!' - IF WE TRUST Jesus Christ to take away our sins. And we can ALL-BE-SAVED in this SAME WAY, by coming to Christ, NO MATTER WHO WE ARE OR WHAT WE HAVE BEEN LIKE." (And then he has the NERVE to refer us to: (ROM. 3:19-22 LB). (Perhaps "LB" reads that way - but if we want ROMANS - the PLAYTHING of the APOSTATE CHURCHES OF BABYLON - how about this:)


"FAITH and WORKS MUST BE UNITED!"

"or our CHARACTERS will not be SYMMETRICAL and WELL-BALANCED, PERFECT in Christ Jesus!" SM 1:139. (JEANINE SAUTRON - ROY A. LEMKE:) "The opportune TIME for us to "WORK!" is "NOW!"...in order for us to ASCERTAIN, IF POSSIBLE, when "PROBATION" will "CLOSE." "GOD HAS NO SUCH MESSAGE for any mortal lips." SM 1:192. (All we need, many times - is just ONE SHORT
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TESTIMONY - to save us from a LIFETIME of WOE!
PRAISE GOD when it comes! PASS THE WORD ALONG.

***************

Did You Know?
YOU CAN USE EITHER ADDRESS:
HOHEN RESEARCH LIBRARY
Drawer 1270
Grand Forks, B.C., CANADA V0H 1HD
[ONLY 20 MILES APART]
The Narrow Path Publishers
1926 Hwy. 21 N.
Malo, WA., U.S.A. 99150

Both Deceased

FUTURISM

Just because we mention the Name - "FORD!" we do not have to fall over DEAD! Or get so full of RAGE that FORD of the ADVENTIST HIERARCHY broke the CHAINS that bound him - and began to QUESTION "TRADITIONAL ADVEN-
TISM" so that STANISH called in "RALPH LARSON" to put an END to ROMISH (F.F.BRUCE - "JESUITISM!" and End up taking the RIDICULOUS STAND that there is no "MAN OF SIN" (THE POPE) in the PAST - no "MAN OF SIN" in "HISTORY" - but the "MAN OF SIN" belongs to the FUTURE! And this is FORD - and this is JESUITISM - so to try to OBLITERATE "FORD" - we must call in RALPH LARSON and his EXPOSE of the DEADLY EVIL of "FUTURISM!"

GROTHEER fell for that, for a while - but COMMON SENSE prevailed and he soon RECOVERED. As we have a round DOZEN references that "THE MAN OF SIN" is in the PAST as well as in the FUTURE! It takes some one REALLY DENSE - like "SESSLER" - to try to LITERALIZE...
"NO FUTURISM!" So no "LOUD CRY!" is COMING — with JEANINE SAUTRON — it is on "NOW!" FUGITIVES from the INSANE ASYLUM! And there is something MORE — just HANG ON — we will come to it.

RALPH LARSON AND "FUTURISM!"

HISTORY deals with "PAST." PROPHECY deals with the "FUTURE." Did RALPH LARSON claim (as SESSLER takes it) that NOTHING takes place in the "FUTURE?" Or was he only ZEROING in on ONE LIMITED SEGMENT — "THE MAN OF SIN" is NOT confined "ONLY" to the "FUTURE" — but ALSO to the PAST. That the PAPACY was in the "PAST!" (HISTORY!) and will ALSO be in the "FUTURE!" THE QUESTION FOR ALL OF US is of far more concern than just "THAT!"

THIS IS THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM —

A NEW "MOVEMENT" like the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" — going to take over the PULPITS OF ADVENTISM. So no one would DARE venture the OPINION and the TRUTH — (1) ROMANISM had its "POPE" ("MAN OF SIN!!!") in the DARK AGES — but she has had her "DAY." (2) And are we now dealing with "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!?" So it MUST be ANOTHER "ENTITY" — if it is only "AN IMAGE OF...!!" And did SR. WHITE SAY — that would be "ADVENTISM — !!!!??" "The SPIRIT of "DOMINATION" is extending to the "PRESIDENTS" of our CONFERENCES..."THEY" are following in the TRACK of ROMANISM!" TM 362.

"...IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM!"

"ORGANIZATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, unless kept by the Power of God, "WILL" work under "SATAN'S" DICTATION (FUTURE!) to bring men under the "CONTROL" of men; and fraud and guile will bear the "SEMBLANCE" of ZEAL for "TRUTH". ...IN-OUR-PRACTICE... Thus "THEY" follow in the TRACK of ROMANISM!" T7:180-1. "AN-IRON-RULE-FOR-OTHER-MEN!" (Same.) DA 618-620,626.

RALPH LARSON'S "FUTURISM!"

That RALPH LARSON does NOT try to make out that NOTHING is in the "FUTURE" as SESSLER takes it —
we know by the SPECIAL TAPE now sent out by the "STANDISH CONSORTIUM" - in which RALPH LARSON waxes ELOQUENT about the ADVENTIST CHURCH is on the verge of EXPLoding into a great "REVIVAL!" - and has been FOoling people with THAT THEME - as has "TRADITIONAL" (NOT "HISTORIC!") ADVENTISM since the Days of "URIAH SMITH" the ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET. WHAT IS ON THAT SPECIAL TAPE now making its rounds throughout "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" is taken from "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" - DEC. 1990. So he is hardly HOLDING to the RIdICULOUS POSITION of SESSLER and JEANINE SAUTRON - that the "LOUD CRY" is on - "NOW!"

RALPH LARSON - AFTER REVIEWING -

what was "PREDICTED" (to come in the "FUTURE!" (FUTURISM) the special WORKINGS of SATAN into "ADVENTISM" he calls it a "PREDICTION" of a "GREAT REVIVAL" to come "IN THE FUTURE!" in the ranks of "ADVENTISM!" But "BEFORE" the TRUE and GENUINE = SATAN will intro-duce a FALSE and DANGEROUS "COUNTERFEIT!" The inflection being that the "PENTECOSTALISM/HYPNOTISM/SPRiT-UALISM" we see "NOW!" is that the "FALSE REVIVAL" PREDICTED? He ENDS ONE ARTICLE by venturing the opinion that this: "MIGHT be the "BEGINNING" of SATAN'S great false Revival..." "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" JUNE 1990. p.10.

THE BIG DRIVE PUT ON NOW - IS THE MOST DANGEROUS -

of all the TRICKS of the DEVIL there could be. NOTHING-MORE-DANGEROUS! Not even RAW OPEN "SPIRITUALISM!" If this is going to cause the loss of your Soul and mine - these are "MURDERERS!" They are GUILTY of the BLOOD of Souls. Giving you HOPE - where there is - NO HOPE!

THE FIRST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY":

took up this Theme. ALL SEGMENTS of JEWS - ESSEnes - SAMARITANS - "OFFSHOOTS!" - "INSHOOTS!" All were WEL-COME and more than WELCOME in the "HOLY CITY!" "COME IN!!" "COME IN!!" "COME IN!!" This is the "ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY!" THIS is what the "STANDISH CONSORTIUM" is SAYING - there is NO SAFETY anywhere else! But
"INSIDE!" These are the "WOE!" "WOE!" "WOE!"
CREATURES. Do not know where the DANGER is COMING FROM -
or what to do about it! Just "WOE!" "WOE!" "WOE!"
as they LIST all the "ABOMINATIONS." But it did not
matter ONE WHIT - how CLOSE you were to the TRUTH - if
you WENT or STAYED - "INSIDE!" - your DOOM was FIXED!
There was only ONE SOLUTION. "GET OUT OF THERE! AS
FAST AS YOU CAN GET OUT OF THERE!" And "THAT" will be
the "PREDICTION" of a "GREAT REVIVAL!" WILL IT? A
BIG LAODICEAN "SHOW!" The SAME KIND as the
"SHEPHERD'S ROD" - 1959-??? The SAME KIND as the
FROOM-PIERSON FIASCO - "MISSION KEY '73-???" Or the
"BIG 4!" 120 years from 1844 comes to 1964 - "AS IN
THE DAYS OF NOAH!" ROGERS - AL FRIEND - WRIGHT OF
AUSTRALIA - WRIGHT OF CANADA. They went through
AMERICA - giving "THE LAST MESSAGE!" Is this but a
"REPEAT?" of those FIASCOES? These are "MURDERERS!"
Leading souls astray. Their GARMENTS STAINED WITH
"BLOOD!"

BECAUSE WHY - ???

BECAUSE there is no "BIG REVIVAL!" I am writing this
BEFORE I look it up! BECAUSE there was NO "BIG MOVE-
MENT!" rushing OUT of "JERUSALEM - THE HOLY CITY!"
They were RUSHING "IN!" AT THE LAST MOMENT! and that
is all THIS IS - !!! Just a TRAP!

RALPH LARSON'S "FUTURISM!" IS A BOOMERANG - !!!

TO DOWN FORD - STANDISH CALLED IN LARSON with the TALL
TALE that there would be "NO MAN OF SIN" IN THE
"FUTURE!" "THE MAN OF SIN" WAS ONLY IN THE "PAST!"
Thus the EYES of the PEOPLE were taken away from the
real "MAN OF SIN!" "ADVENTISM!" of the "FUTURE!" THE
WARNING TO BE GIVEN IN THE "FUTURE!" TO-GET-OUT-OF-
HERE! FOR YOUR LIFE! NO PRESUMPTUOUS DALLYING!

AS HISTORY IS REPEATED -

SO FEW THEY WILL HARDLY BE NOTICED! They FLEE at the
"SIGN!" 1884 GC 445. GC 616 to 626. "SO APOSTASY IN
"THE CHURCH" WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE TO
THE BEAST!" GC 444.
THE WEAKNESS OF "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION"

The weakness is in EVERY ESTABLISHED "ORGANIZATION." What do we mean by that? We mean that every "ESTABLISHMENT" has a Set of RULES - CREEDS - DOGMAS - that become RIGID - IMMOVABLE - FIXED. Around which CLUSTER their WRITERS - PREACHERS - MEMBERS - and will FIGHT to the DEATH to maintain their "STATUS QUO." They will not BUDGE. THE FIGHTING took place in their FORMATIVE YEARS when DOMINANT LEADERS - MEN or WOMEN - PUSHED OUT - (DISFELLOWSHIPIPED) what they termed "TROUBLE-MAKERS" - some for ONE REASON - some for ANOTHER. AXES were GROUND on BOTH SIDES - it depended on WHO-WOULD-WIN. Who had enough "STICK-TO-ITIVENESS" to REMAIN. We could use, as an EXAMPLE - 100 and even 1,000 ISSUES. You know that some "LEFT THE CHURCH" on account of "THE CROSS" - they maintained that "PAPISTS PUT CROSSES ON THEIR CHURCHES!" GC 568. (384.)

SO THEY STARTED AN AGITATION AGAINST CROSSES.

(THAT HEADING IS WRONG!) They DID NOT "START" AN AGITATION!" There were NO "CROSSES" on or in ADVENTIST CHURCHES. The ones who brought in the "CROSSES" started the "AGITATION!" I was a Member of a Church that was partly RUSSIAN and they ordered NEW BENCHES for the NEW CHURCH - and, naturally - they went to their RUSSIAN (GREEK ORTHODOX) FRIENDS and RELATIVES who were in the FURNITURE BUSINESS - to make these BENCHES according to their SPECIFICATIONS. But one thing they DID NOT ORDER(?) but came FREE. On the End of each Bench was a "JIG-SAW" SCROLLED "CROSS!" And I was one (the leading one) who pried these CROSSES OFF (Before the Benches were painted.) And filled the nail holes with PUTTY - so there was NO SIGN of the "GREEK ORTHODOX/CATHOLIC "CROSS!" We had half a Pail-full of CROSSES - the MAJORITY of the assumed "ADVENTISTS" lamented that they should have been LEFT ON! (We had NOT-THE-SLIGHTEST-IDEA that they would take that attitude.) But we had a hard Row to Hoe through the YEARS to find out that "PEOPLE ARE FUNNY!" and you NEVER KNOW what you might run into. LATER SOME OF THESE SAME "ADVENTISTS" led out in their own CHURCHES -(Once they graduated as "SDA MINISTERS!") And they had CROSSES EVERYWHERE! ON THE PEWS - ON THE PULPIT FACING THE PEOPLE - it looked like a
GREEK ORTHODOX PRIEST in the PODIUM - so they felt "AT HOME."

THE FEW "NO CROSSES" MEMBERS WERE OVERPOWERED -

So that some of us began to Question: "WHAT NEXT?" and "WHERE NEXT?" SLOWLY each "PARTY" formed around their respective LEADERS. Of course you know who "WON!" It is a FOREGONE CONCLUSION who is going to "WIN!" THE BIGGER THE CHURCH - the MORE they ALLOW - hence if you are one of those who wants to "CELEBRATE" that you have a "CHURCH GROWTH" Preacher installed in your Pulpit - and NO WAY that you are going to get him "OUT!" You know before you hear ONE SERMON from this kind of a "LADY'S MAN" CLOWN - which SIDE he will take on ANY ISSUE - he learned well from "FROOM" and he is out to GATHER (THE "TRUTH?") - the "MAJORITY!" So "KIND" and "GENTLE" with the LADIES and their WISHES - as you see if you Read EZEKIEL 8:13-18. (Don't let your PREACHER catch you READING this - or you will FOR SURE see that gentle EFFEMINATE lose his SHEEP-SKIN CLOAK and the SNARLING WOLF APPEAR! And you know what?

"HE" WILL CALL "YOU!" A "WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING!"

BOY! How these APES can turn the Tables on you! You sometimes have to sit with your MOUTH OPEN - at how these LAODICEAN TRADITIONALISTS can HORN-SWINGLE their AUDIENCES. And arrange to HURL YOU OUT and YELL after you: "OFFSHOOTS!" Been getting away with it for a long Time - so that TRUTH is no longer the ISSUE - they will TRY by might and main to have a "REVIVAL!" (WITHOUT A REFORMATION!) A Revival is only a STRONG DRINK to bring the DEAD to LIFE - "CONVERTS" THUS GAINED, the only thing "CONVERTED" was the POCKET-BOOK - the STRINGS LOOSENED for awhile - to get OTHERS to BELIEVE the SAME-AS-THEY-DO! Thus the ORTHODOXY is STRENGTHENED and real genuine "REFORM" takes a BACK-SEAT if given any Seat at all! Thus their "FROOM SUCCESSFUL" MOB-MANIPULATION will gain YEAR by YEAR - but what the BLIND LAODICEANS do not see - is the HUNDREDS - the THOUSANDS slipping out the BACK DOOR while they BOAST of all those coming in the FRONT DOOR - but while they swell with PRIDE at their "SUCCESS!"
- they never once make it a point to tell you that 25% of the Church go "OUT!" every 10 years. So that by this time - the "Church" outside of the "Church" is larger than the "Church" in the "Church!". And this is "All" that the "Revivals" in this 1991 "Omega" amount to. One faction will glory that they see the errors and danger of the "Celebration/Spiritualistic/Pentecostal/New Age "Excitement!" (Openly telling you it is meant to "Win the Offshoots!"). And the other faction - "Hope International" and "Pilgrim's Rest" and far too many others - pick their favorite "Hobby-Horse" and ride it into the sunset - each faction making themselves feel so "Holy!" because they are "different" but horrible inspiration writes as a pen of iron - "No difference can be seen!" Col 408 (419), Rh 3:291.

So they will go blithely along until -

until what - ???: The same chapter says: until a "Crisis!" Col 412 (421). Rh 4:467,511. (And a dozen more!) So this kind of a mockery of fooling some people all-the-time! (T5:80-1) will come to a flaming end! As the Lord steps in, as He always does - to put a sudden stop to it all. (T5:211).

Of course - to understand these references you must -

look at them for yourselves - understand them for yourselves - as you were plainly told in Da 141. No "second-hand muck" will do now - because if we understand things right - when the "crisis" comes - when the final "Midnight Cry" is given - "Go ye out to meet Him!" (Signifying that He is not "in!" that place of "Midnight darkness...impenetrable.".) You think you or "Hope International" or any other segment of "Traditional Adventism" or Jeanine Sauton or any other witches or clowns that are now busy entertaining the troops -

shout it from the house-tops - !!!

probation has already closed! This was the great error of Hudson - Brinsmead - Ford - Wilson - Houteff - Rue - Ferrell - Osborne - Wheeling - Nagel - thinking they have a season of grace when the "Angel of
MERCY HAD FOLDED HER WINGS - NEVER TO RETURN!

STUDY OUR CHIEF TEXT - COL 406-414.

(1) All 10 VIRGINS are SOUND ASLEEP.  (2) AN UNEXPECTED "PROCESSION!" BURSTS IN ON THE SCENE, also called "THRONG!" UNINVITED - UNEXPECTED - to most of them - "UNWELCOME!" You do not hear any LUKEWARM LAODICEANS talking about COL 406. Yet this will determine their DESTINY! TI:181. EW 270. EZEKIEL 9:4. (3) This is the "MOVEMENT" predicted to "COME!" in GC 464.

ONE THING WE HAVE MISSED TILL THIS MOMENT:

(A) We KNEW a "MOVEMENT" was to "COME!" GC 464.  
(B) At the very Hour the "10 VIRGIN CHURCH" was sound "ASLEEP!"  
(C) That these were the "11th HOUR MEN!" COL 399. SM 2:16,14.  
(D) But what we MISSED - !!!! A "TRUE MOVEMENT" to "COME!" TRUE ENOUGH! But WITH it - Many FALSE "MOVEMENTS!" 1884 GC 296. GC 464. And so it is not a simple matter of "JOINING" the "RIGHT" MOVEMENT if there are MANY "MOVEMENTS" (PLURAL!) all lined up on the "BROAD ROAD" seeking ATTENTION, and those with NO OIL - (No "OIL" of "DISCERNMANT!" - no "OIL" of "CHARACTER!" - no "OIL" of "RIGHTOUSNESS!" - (TM 234) - No "OIL" of "HOLY SPIRIT!" Not "QUICK" to tell the "DIFFERENCE!" will END UP with those making the LOUDEST NOISE!) SM 1:202. RH 4:565.  
(E) That is why we need: "MEN OF KEEN PERCEPTION!" SM 1:201.  
(F) That is why we do not go to just "ANY MEETINGS!" Lest His Angels "LEAVE US to the DECEPTIONS THAT WE "LOVE!" SM 1:296. B2:15. And we become "MESMERIZED!" right THERE! FOR LIFE! EW 124-5.  
(G) "LEST ANY MAN should BEGUILE you with "ENTICING WORDS!" SM 1:195.  
(H) What would be such "ENTICING WORDS!" - Do we have a CLUE in the CHAPTER on "MODERN REVIVALS" that our ("NOT SO FIRM!") "FOUNDATION" is calling for in a MASTERFUL TAPE now put out by "HOPE INTERNATIONAL," POB 940, EATONVILLE, WA 98328 - a SPECIAL TAPE - EXCELLENT RECORDING - carefully SELECTED "NARRATOR" - to give the "REVIVAL MESSAGE" by a CABALA-JUNTO - DODGE CITY, MN - LOUDENVILLE, OH - WICHITA, KS -
CALLISTOGA, CA - EATONVILLE, WA - HARTWELL, CA - HOOSICK FALLS, and 2 Miles over the Mountain from our "NARROW PATH" CENTER at MALO, WA - "JIM HOEHLER "LIGHT-BEARERS" - MALO, WA. THE GROUPS ARE FORMING - SIDES ARE BEING TAKEN - what we are interested in - what do these MULTIPLE "MOVEMENTS" of GC 464 - what do these CONSORTIUMS TEACH - or REFUSE TO TEACH - ??? Do they DIFFER on their APPROACH to "INCARNATION" - "FUTURISM" - "CELEBRATION" - and 100 other ISSUES - like the PHARISEES and SADDUCEES in the Days of Christ - DIFFER IN DOCTRINE - but will they "UNITE" on one COMMON DENOMINATOR - ??? 144,000 "ADVENTISTS" and "SHEPHERD'S RODS" are going to give the "LOUD CRY!" and bring in that "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that HOUTEFF - NAGEL - WHEELING - LARSON - FERRELL - KEMBERLING - HOEHLER - SANTEE - WOLD - BUHLER - ALSETH - STALHMANN - and 10,000 others of DISHONORABLE MENTION - are GOING to "WIN!"

WITH A BACKLOG OF "TRADITION" IN THEIR SUBCONSCIOUS - and CAREFULLY "SELECTING" what they are going to TEACH - so as "NOT TO OFFEND" others of the "SANHEDRIN" - as the JEWS ALSO BELIEVED TO-THIS-DAY! That they would "WIN!" GLORIOUSLY! SOMETHING TO "CELEBRATE!" even though they may FIGHT like CATS and DOGS - they UNITE on ONE PROPOSITION - like OSBORNE and ROY A. LEMKE - speaking for JEANINE SAUTRON - SECRETLY if not OPENLY - trying to snare STUPID "REFORM" who fail to do as God has said: "WATCH THEM!" "KEEP TRACK OF THEM!" - "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" - Will you take PART in the "UNMASKING?" In the GRAND DISPLAY of the 1991 "OMEGA!" - will you take part to obey the Lord and "MEET IT!" SM 1:200,204-5.

"THE ERRORS THAT ARE COMING IN AMONG US!"

That was SM 1:206 and on that same page - "THE FIRM FOUNDATION OF OUR FAITH!" SM 1:206. Are they HOLDING TO IT - or only PRETENDING to hold to it - ??? "By their FRUITS ye shall KNOW THEM!" "UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE WORST SOPHISTRIES?

The Chapter on "MODERN REVIVALS" 1884 GC 294. GC 461.
This CABALA-JUNTO will never tell you that the "SPARKS" of their own Kindling - may cause the WATCHING AUDIENCE to "OH!" and "AH!" in WONDER at the WONDERFUL DISPLAY - as they ROCKET to heights of GLORY - wanting EVERYONE to get on their Band-Wagon - the "RALPH LARSON" Life-Time of hitting the EXILERATING THEME of LIFTING up MEDIocre Adventists that will NEVER amount to ANYTHING - and PROMISING them of the DAY when "THE SPIRIT" is "POURED OUT!" and if you stay with the OLD SCOW with "ROTTEN TIMBERS" in TM 446 - called by them: "A SHIP!" - you will be REWARDED - ELEVATED - HONORED - TRANSFORMED - without any "WORK OF A LIFE TIME!" (How they HATE THAT!) - just "WAIT!" till the "LATTER RAIN!" - for people to come from all Sides to BOW at the feet of "HOLY YOU!" - conversions BY-THE-ACRE! (Certainly no "FLEETING?" to no "WILDERNESS!" for your LIFE!) VANCE FERRELL will FULLY agree that the "TIME" to "FLEE!" should have been taken OUT of GC 616 - the SENTENCE from the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445 cut in HALF and the REST-OF-THE-SENTENCE moved from GC 616 to 626 - 10 PAGES AWAY! (Perhaps then it will not happen?) NO "FLEETING?" You with FROM and HOUTEFF will LEAD THE GREAT "MULTI-TUDES!" - THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS are only ADVENTISTS - for THAT REASON! They would pay ANYTHING for a promise to win that EARTHLY CROWN! The more MEDIocre the more they FALL FOR IT! Then he can BASK in how many he "WON!" in his "YEARS OF MINISTRY!" - (to An "UNCONSCIONABLE LIE!") Which NOT-ONE-OF- THEM will ADMIT is a DAMNABLE "DOCTRINE OF DEVILS!"") That makes them SLANT all their DOCTRINES to fit that "FROM- HOUTEFF-LARSON-LAODICEAN-THEME!" 2 of them at the Moment of their CROWNING GLORY - were CUT DOWN in their TRACKS! They never did see their "MULTI-TUDES!" and no one else will either. You cannot have it BOTH WAYS. "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!" and the MULTITUDES that JUDAS ESCARIOT thought the JEWS WOULD WIN! Do they agree that the FIRST CHAPTER of GC dealing with the DESTRUCTION of the "UNHOLY CITY!" being "REPEATED!" NO! NO! NO! we cannot have that! Where is the ERASER? Of course the CONSORTIUM will go with RALPH LARSON and the "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" But not Honest enough to ADMIT IT! One of the GREATEST DECEPTIONS as part of "URIAH SMITH" ADVENTISM. (HOEHN! What are you trying to do? Do you expect to win a POPULAR MOVEMENT by hitting that THEME?) We are NOT INTERES-
TED in any BIG POPULAR MOVEMENT - we leave that for the STANDISH-FERRELL-WHEELING-OSBORNE-LEMKE-SAUTRON-HOEHLER-SANTEE-WOLD:"JEWISH DREAM!"

NO BIBLE and NO TESTIMONIES said we would be on the WINNING TEAM!

*****THAT IS "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS" -#(1) - "FROM OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. (20 more references!)

*****"DOCTRINES OF DEMONS!" -#(2) - is found in the "MODERN REVIVALS" chapter of GC 464 - where an unwanted "MOVEMENT" shall "COME!" with the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!" that "THEY" are NOT NEAR as WONDERFUL as they think they ARE - (After listening to the CABALA-JUNTO.)

*****"GOD'S PEOPLE" or "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" will believe, in the "SEALING TIME" - in "THE SEAL OF GOD" Chapter: "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are "IN-THE-CHURCH!" T5:210. And the NEXT PAGE tells us in PANORAMIC VIEW - whether or not "SPEWn OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" (EXCEPT "TO HELL!") RH Oct. 31, 1899. We can send you a FREE COPY.) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. Want to make your LIVING - telling a LIE - ??? What about "JUDGMENT DAY - ???"

A TIME TO SUMMARIZE THIS SECTION:

(1) THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM with LONG-RANGE PLANS to take over CONTROL of this CHURCH. We saw this - we notified the Adventist World in "GEORGE R. KNIGHT" BOOK - "ANGRY SAINTS" - PUBLICATION #653- Dec. 3, 1989. We saw it then. We see it now. Their fingers are LONG and TENACIOUS. REACHING INTO AUSTRALIA where they have their Agents. Their arguments are so INTERWOVEN with "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" that there is NO DOUBT - they will win the SYMPATHIES if not the POCKET-BOOKS of a LARGE SEGMENT of ADVENTISM - WORLD-WIDE. They are holding CONTINUOUS and well-planned MEETINGS worthy of a better cause. WHAT IS THE MISSING INGREDIENT that turns this from a "MOVEMENT" by God (as they Hope and declare) into the CLEVEREST and MOST DANGEROUS of any and all other "MOVEMENTS" to this date? IT IS A "LAST FLING!" It is so INSIDIOUS that practically NONE will be able to see WHAT-IS-WRONG-WITH-IT - !!! Would you like to DOCUMENT IT - ??? PROVE IT - ???
(2) FORD RIDES AGAIN! Into the TWILIGHT ZONE. To capture the HEARTS and SYMPATHIZERS of ADVENTISM "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" 11710 Education St., AUBURN, CA 95603-2499. THEY PUT THEIR ALL INTO A "SUNDAY NIGHT TALK" - ABC AUSTRALIAN RADIO - MODERATOR "JOHN CLEARY" March 24, 1991. 12 page "SPECIAL EDITION" where FORD uses the LATEST and BEST of "PSYCHOLOGY" and "RULES OF DEBATE" as learned in the Adventist Colleges - this is a "POLITICIAN" out to win "VOTES!" TRUTH can come dangling after - if at all. This is his "LAST FLING!"

(3) VANCE FERRELL of "PILGRIM'S REST" BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. THIS UNHOLY TRIO - may not know it themselves - but on the most CRITICAL AREAS - they speak with ONE VOICE - which they may choose to call "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" is based 100% on the "ORIGINAL" TESTIMONIES of ELLEN WHITE - which they do not care to RECOGNIZE. CLAIMING "ERSATZ" BOOKS are AUTHENTIC! And that "NO CHANGES" have been made. Then ASK VANCE FERRELL - WHY HE "ADDED" to one "GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOK - 4 PAGES on "THE SNARES OF SATAN" - which he YANKED "OUT!" of the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337 to 340. But is NOT FOUND in LATER EDITIONS. WHICH VANCE FERRELL thought was SO IMPORTANT that he ADDED those 4 pages to SALVE his VIOLATED CONSCIENCE for NOT PRINTING the 1884 - !!! Why not go on and show 200 OTHER THINGS - "LEFT OUT!" If LEFT IN and STUDIED - there would be NO SUCH "MOVEMENT!" as this "UNHOLY TRIO" is now FABRICATING-- !!!! And SPELLS the "DEATH!" of this UNHOLY CITY as PREDICTED in the FIRST CHAPTER of the "ORIGINAL" 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" also called "BOOK 4" of the ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHESY" SERIES obtainable from ABC CONFERENCE OUTLETS. Why not get the "SET OF 4" - which we started to Print in 1964 - but which they REPRINTED FOR 2 REASONS: (1) Because they arranged for the DRUGGING CARTEL to DRAG "HEALTH RESEARCH" of MOKEUMNE HILL, CALIFORNIA through the Courts - he WON - but he LOST! HE WON THE COURT CASE but he LOST "$30,000.00" so now ANYONE ("LEAVES OF AUTUMN") is FREE to print these Books. (2) So to "SAVE-FACE" they "REPRINTED" them, better and cheaper
than we could (But now their prices went up SKY-HIGH!) 
STILL, this "SET OF 4" ORIGINAL BOOKS are a BARGAIN AT 
ANY PRICE! They are AUTHENTIC because they are 
"PHOTO-OFFSET" which allows for NO MISTAKES such as 
VANCE FERRELL COMPOUNDED - which "SUE WYBORNE" of 
AUSTRALIA said was "WORSE THAN URIAH SMITH!!" He is 
doing it to this Day. "CHANGING" the TEXT. So they 
READ - the way they were "MEANT TO READ!" That this 
"CONSORTIUM" - this "UNHOLY TRIO" is "GOING THROUGH!" 
with their "TRI-MOTORED" JET and the "SPARKS OF THEIR 
OWN KINDLING!" All 3 hanging on to the other's 
Shirt-tail but in the NOISE and CONFUSION - do not 
seem to be aware of it. That what they TEACH-IN- 
UNITY! is but "TRADITIONAL ( URIAH SMITH-FROOM) 
ADVENTISM." NOT "ELLEN WHITE!"

"KNEW NOT WHAT WAS PIPED OR HARPED!"

"...AND THE MORE PART KNEW NOT WHEREFORE 
THEY WERECOME TOGETHER!"

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

NONE OF THEM GO BY "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!"

THEY DO NOT EVEN KNOW WHAT IT IS!

FORD IS A GOOD DEAL MORE HONEST THAN THE REST OF THEM 
- he at least put his Finger on the SORE-SPOT of CON- 
TEMPORARY "PENTECOSTAL CELEBRATION NEW-AGE SPIRITU- 
ALISTIC POWER-POX ADVENTISM!"

THE SORE-SPOT

Looking through the DUST and the GORE of BATTLE - the 
MELLEE here - the SEA-SAW of an ENGAGEMENT there -
through it all - ONE MAJOR IMMOBILE STUMP remains at 
the HEART of the CROSS-ROADS - NONE of them feel 
inclined to BLAST it out - BULLDOZE it over the Cliff -
get rid of it. FORD CHALLENGES THEM - and they do 
not ANSWER. They CANNOT answer. Of course this STUMP 
has many ROOTS - some may have NIBBLED away at ONE 
ROOT - but NIBBLING will never do - the STUMP is still 
there! It is over which JONES fell in the MARLOWE 
THEATRE in the GANGSTER CITY OF CHICAGO - 1893 -
BALLINGER was there and fell for it - HOOK, LINE, and SINKER with part of the ROD and REEL! Once you throw that SWITCH - the LIGHTS go OUT - the MOTOR is STALLED. Seldom if ever - to start again. No one ever put it better than FORD, BRINSMED, WRIGHT and PESTES and 10,000 LESSER FRY not mentioning TRIED - (mostly by SUBTERFUGE) - but FORD does not try to WEASEL his way through - he does not try to hide anything - he comes right out in the Open.

AND GIVES YOU PENTECOSTAL "BABYLON."

It is something to MARVEL at, it is something to REMEMBER - AND-NEVER-DARE-TO-FORGET - that the MIND-SET of the PHARISEES, when in engagement with the very CREATOR of the UNIVERSE - when He would OUT-MANEUVER them, would only SILENCE them for the moment - but INNER RESENTMENT and UNFORGIVING HATRED would build up (as we see in VANCE FERRELL as he EXPLODED in FURY and RAGE when he was BESTED by WHEELING (and FORD) - as the RAGE of PHARAOH grew and grew until he had to be BAPTIZED in the RED SEA. "THAT'S" when he was first REALLY "CONVERTED!" ELIJAH understood this PRINCIPLE well when he had them down by the BROOK "KISHON" - "...LET NOT ONE OF THEM ESCAPE!" (Did you notice ELLEN WHITE put this under "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER? Did you ever wonder WHY - ???) There is no more HOPES for their REPENTANCE and CONVERSION than for the BAAL-PRIESTS - the PHARISEES or PHARAOH! The PRINCIPLE remains the SAME. The EVIDENCE of "LIGHT" and "TRUTH" will only: "ENRAGE THEM!" "...the POPULAR MINISTRY, like the PHARISEES of Old, FILLED- WITH-ANGER-AS-THEIR-AUTHORITY-IS-QUESTIONED, will DENOUNCE the "MESSAGE" as of SATAN, and STIR up the SIN-LOVING MULTITUDES (of ADVENTISTS) to RESIST IT! TO REVILE and PERSECUTE those who proclaim it...THE STRONG ARM of the CIVIL POWER...ARRAIGNED before the COURTS...Thus "LIGHT" will be brought before THOUSANDS ...(ADVENTISTS) "JOIN" THE OPPOSITION..."THEY" become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their "FORMER "BRETHREN!" (See it in FERRELL vs WHEELING!) GC 607-8.

THEY CHANGE THE BOOKS -

and then DEMAND you to go by the "CHANGED BOOKS" - "COMPILED BOOKS" - "SLANTED BOOKS" - "QUEER BOOKS" -
"BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204. Which CONSTITUTES this a "NEW ORGANIZATION!" SM 1:204. That we are not to "JOIN!" (Which should have been RIGHT HERE! But they put it "A MILE AWAY!" in ANOTHER BOOK! - SM 2:390.) For fear that you MIGHT make the CONNECTION! And if you do, it would only "MADDEN THEM!" "THE BATTLE IS ON!...SATAN and his ANGELS are making EVERY EFFORT to obtain CONTROL of MINDS...by FALSEHOOD and PLEASING FABLES..."BEGUILE you with ENTICING WORDS." (Col. 2:4-9.) WILL THE MEN IN OUR INSTITUTIONS KEEP SILENT...RAISE NO BARRIER against this EVIL?" SM 1:194-5. "AT-THIS-TIME the "LAODICEAN MESSAGE" is to be given, to AROUSE a SLUMBERING CHURCH. Let the thought of the SHORTNESS OF TIME stimulate you to EARNEST, UNTRING "EFFORT!"...MY MESSAGE to you IS: No longer consent to LISTEN-WITHOUT-PROTEST to the PERVERSION of TRUTH! (Or "READ A BOOK!" CHEW YOUR CUD - EAT YOUR LUNCH like a CONTENTED COW or like JUDAS? Is that the way - VANCE FERRELL?) "NOTHING but a DETERMINED EFFORT will BREAK the "SPELL!"...MANY will DEPART from the FAITH, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS. We have now before us the "ALPHA" of this DANGER. (KELLOGG-JONES-WAGGONER. 1904.) (FUTURISM!) "The "OMEGA" will be of a most STARTLING NATURE!"..."MEET IT!" SM 1:196-7,200.

ONLY THOSE WHO "MEET IT!" WILL BE SAVED - !!!
WHAT IS THE HANG-UP? WHAT ARE THEY NOT "MEETING?"
WHAT DOES FORD EXPOSE - THAT THY WILL NOT - ???

THE SORE-SPOT


NO! IT'S NOT QUITE AS SIMPLE AS THAT - !!!

200 TIMES - FORD-BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL - the unholy TRIO - have written 200 TIMES that we can PROVE! (How many times MORE!) that "THE LAW!" cannot be kept. THIS IS THE DOCTRINE THAT STARTED "WAR!" IN HEAVEN! AND WILL START "WAR!" ON EARTH! This is the DOGMA that separates souls from "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY."
Read it in the ORIGINAL SET OF 4 SOP BOOKS. Read it in SOP BOOK (1) 1/3rd of the Angels in Heaven fell for that Doctrine - it is coming at us via APOSTATE ADVENTISM and we are to keep QUIET about it - ??? Not quite.

SO THE SOLUTION IS - "I AM SAVED!"

Without keeping "THE LAW!" (for it's IMPOSSIBLE anyway! And He tried to enforce it in HEAVEN - but He has GIVEN UP! SATAN HAS WON! Well, again - not Quite.) What does all this lead to? It took TIME - but is was INEVITABLE! AND NOW IT IS HERE! BY "HONEST JOHN SILVER FORD - PIRATE!"

THE FINAL SORE-SPOT!

If "I AM SAVED!" by a WISH and a PRAYER - I have JUDGED MYSELF! "The JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the "JUDGMENT-OF-SELF!...The THRONE is within YOU!" ("SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER) - GC 554. (There's the OPEN DOOR to "LIVING TEMPLE!" - "POSSESSION!" - "FREE-LOVISM!" - "MASS-HYPNOTISM!" I really am a "SOMEBODY!" "I AM SAVED!" - want to deny it? Then, of course - it would be a "DENIAL OF TERMS!" to have any "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" AROUND!)

AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT FORD SAID!

And the Churches of Babylon AGREE - just as they AGREED-WITH-CANRIGHT AND WAGGONER and HMSR (RICHARDS!) and most of all the PREACHERS-IN-THE-WORLD! FORD OPENLY CHALLENGES ALL "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" to "PROVE!" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" from the "BIBLE ALONE!" And this is how he SNEERS - ELLEN G. WHITE - UNDER THE TABLE! (and yet he DOES NOT!)

WHAT DO I MEAN BY THAT - ???

"SCHOLARSHIP" doesn't care a HOOT! What they said at another PLACE and at another TIME - all "SCHOLARSHIP" cares about is to win the present ARGUMENT - "NOW!" And so in the WONDERFUL "SUNDAY NIGHT TALK SHOW" with AUSTRALIAN "ABC RADIO" HOST - "JOHN CLEARY" - FORD, in his most AMIABLE MANNER - one eye out to win "ADVENTISTS" - throws them a BON-BON - that "ELLEN WHITE" in
"What I do NOT like about...!"

"THE MARCH OF DEATH...!"

I was "PRIVILEGED?" to receive a copy of the "NORTH PACIFIC UNION CONFERENCE Gleaner" - (In ALPHABETICAL ORDER:) ALASKA (ESKIMOS) - IDAHO - MONTANA - OREGON - UPPER COLUMBIA - WASHINGTON (RIGHT UP TO THE CANADIAN BORDER). This issue was September 2, 1991.

AS OF THIS DATE - ACTING EDITOR: ELDER ED SCHWISOW

If this is a SAMPLE (and it is!) of what they are TEACHING - and the PHILOSOPHY BEHIND IT - no WONDER "THE CHURCH" has reached the DEPTHS it has come to.

STARTING RIGHT OFF IN THE "EDITORIAL" -

which they call p.2, (it is the page under the cover) - WIN THEM BY: FLATTERY - FLATTERY - FLATTERY! (And more FLATTERY!) Who deserves "RECOGNITION!" because of their "INSPIRING CHRISTIAN WALK?" (How about that QUIET CHRISTIAN across the PEW? Who does not look for "RECOGNITION!")

(Does he deserve to be called: "CHRISTIAN!")

Just because he is a DUMMY - and is "QUIET?" We are well aware that SOME of you - even MANY of you - especially those who do not know this particular "HOEHN!" Even MOST of you - may HURL this paper down - and NEVER look at it again. The PHILOSOPHY BEING - that there is ONLY ONE SIDE! They will NEVER LOOK (KNOWINGLY!) at the "OTHER SIDE!" They will not TOLERATE the "OTHER SIDE!" Thus they are GUILTY of (what BRINSMEAD would call:) "THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE!" (WHAT ELLEN WHITE WOULD CALL:) "INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY in a RELIGIOUS CRISIS is regarded of God as a GREVIOUS CRIME and EQUAL to the VERY WORST TYPE OF HOSTILITY AGAINST GOD!" T3:281. (NATURALLY - [Insert Page 1]
we do not go by ONE REFERENCE - do you want 20 more? And should we examine the CONTEXT? In what SETTING)

IN "THE SHAKING" CHAPTER:

The one that did not "WORRY!" about ANYTHING - was "INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" (couldn't care less!) "...ANGELS LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT....!" T1:180-1. So right away it is apparent that it might not be so SMART - to be what the "ACTING EDITOR" of the GLEANER calls for - no doubt an ATTEMPT to be the "PERMANENT EDITOR" to show what COURSE he will PURSUE - "SIN NO EVIL - DIN NO EVIL - HIN NO EVIL!" 3 DUMB MONKEYS! (ADVENTISTS bought and handed out THOUSANDS of those DUMB MONKEYS when they first came out.) After DECADES of the GREATEST ONSLAUGHT by FROM THE MASTER "GURU PSYCHOLOGIST" of this COMMUNE - silence every TONGUE with "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" Especially with HIM! (THE "LEADERSHIP!")

THAT IS WHY WE ENTITLED THIS PAPER:

"THE MARCH OF DEATH!" He who UNFEELINGLY (CONSCIENCE SEARED "AS-WITH-A-HOT-IRON!") can LOOK at: "THE MARCH OF DEATH...!" and SAY and DO - "NOTHING!" (THEIR FATE? "HEAVEN" IS THEIR HOME?) "Here we see that "THE CHURCH" - "THE ANCIENT MEN!"... "PEACE and SAFETY" is the CRY...FROM..."THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK!"..."ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (Not so SMART to be "DUMB - DEAF - and BLIND!" "SLAY UTTERLY OLD AND YOUNG!"..."BUT COME NOT NEAR any man upon whom is the "MARK!" TM 431-2.

WHAT GIVES THEM THE "MARK OF GOD'S SEALING APPROVAL?"

You know - if you people do not know the ANSWER - it is hardly worth BOTHERING with you AT ALL!

FROM WAS NOT "TONGUE-TIED!"

But he tried to make everyone else: "TONGUE-TIED!" To "FIND FAULT!" with HIM - was CATEGORIZED AS "THE SIN
"MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!"

"THOSE WHO RECEIVE THE PURE "MARK!" OF TRUTH, WROUGHT IN THEM BY THE POWER OF THE "HOLY GHOST"...are those "THAT SIGH and THAT CRY for "ALL THE ABOMINATIONS" that be done "IN THE CHURCH!"..."But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who do not thus SEE...
"BEGIN" at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:267. RH 2:49. EZEKIEL 9: ...
"Then they BEGAN at the ANCIENT MEN which were BEFORE-THE-HOUSE! (NO! THEY HAD NOT LEFT IT like the FROOMS - HOUTEFFS - STANDISHES SAID! "BEFORE THE HOUSE!" And are CUT DOWN! RIGHT IN THE PULPITS!)
T5:211. (And the PAGE BEFORE tells you WHY - !!!) (And the PAGE AFTER tells you because they were DUMB (INDIFFERENT!) about it!) Oh! That PREACHER has a LOT TO LEARN YET! if he ever DOES LEARN IT! Which is about "IMPOSSIBLE!" Not after all these YEARS of SEARING HIS CONSCIENCE and planning it.

AS IT SAYS HERE IN "GLEANER" Sept. 2, 1991

ONE DUMMY - follows the OTHER DUMMY - !!! By "ELDER DICK RENTFRO!" Do not know if this is the SAME "RENTFRO" that STARTED 25 YEARS AGO in "BRITISH COLUMBIA" CANADA - "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." PLAGIARIZED WITHOUT CREDIT - BY "GEORGE E. VANDERMAN "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." ("THE DEVIL!") 108 pages - 1986.

KISSEY - KISS KISS - ON SHE WILL GO - WHERE SHE STOPS - NOBODY WILL KNOW - !!!

THE HARLOT OF T8:250 and 1991 "GLEANER" ED SCHWISOW - DICK RENTFRO - N. STARZINGER - p.2,3 - the SENSE of this "GLEANER" is one of NO CARE IN THE WORLD! Just a GLORIOUS "HAPPY TIME!" VICTORIOUS "CELEBRATION!" - go ARM in ARM from HOUSE to HOUSE with a "HELL-BELIEVER!" and "SUNDAY-KEEPER!" "PORK-EATER!" in ECUMENICAL "LOVE!" HOUSE TO HOUSE with the "GOSPEL!"
OR ENTERTAIN THEM IN THE SANCTUARY — AS DID BALAAM THE "LOVE-SICK" PROPHET —

"PASSION had full sway...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST TO TRANSgress...A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE BROKE OUT!..." ("AIDS!") PP 454 - 461. ST 1:205. LEFT OUT OF EW 48 but found in "PRESENT TRUTH" p.32. (ASK FOR COPY! We are REPRINTING THOUSANDS OF PT 22 and 32.) (Do not ask for "SOME!" Say HOW MANY! We mail them by WEIGHT! A few MORE or LESS - depending on POSTAL RATES.) WHEN "LOVE!" is FREE and "UN-CONDITIONAL!" with WILSON in that "27 THING!" BORROWED from HAL LINDSEY! Anything BIG - they go for it! A "PLAGUE" (PESTILENCE!) JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION! PP 457. ISA. 10:23; 28:22. JER. 8:2; 14:12; 25:33. RH 1:11.

A WOMAN CAME TO THIS TOWN — RUMOUR HAS IT THAT SHE SLEPT WITH: "HALF THE MEN!" AND NOW DISAPPEARED!

That's how QUICK things are happening NOW! While they CLAMOR for "HOMO" and "LESBIAN" RIGHTS - and God will give them the "RIGHT!" to "AIDS!" Did "CLEANER" forget about "COMING APART" and be ye "SEPARATE!" OR ELSE — ?? "PARTAKE" of her SINS and "RECEIVE" of her "PLAUGES!" with "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...!"

ONE OUTSTANDING TRUTH — (ASK SWAGGART AND VENDEN!)

TEACH FALSE DOCTRINE — which is "PLEASING FABLES" by "SEDUCING SPIRITS" and lose ALL "CONTROL!" THE LAST THING YOU WANT IS "CHURCH GROWTH SEMINARS!" led by an ADVENTIST DEVIL! (Or did you forget to read SM 1:204.) PREPARE THE WAY with SM 1:202 and go BACK to 201 and 196. B2:15 to 57. We are not to "JOIN" this "NEW ORGANIZATION!" with VENDEN-MAXWELL "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204-5. HOW THOSE "20-Year Preachers" HAVE FooLED YOU - !!!
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"DON'T FOLLOW LEADERS!" by "ALICE RHOADS." p.3.

SEE HOW THEY TOOK CARE OF HER - !!! What we need is "PHINEHAS" his "JAVELIN" and "1,000 MEN...FROM EACH OF THE TRIBES" to take care of the "BALAAM BRIGADE!" PP 454-457. STAY HOME FROM CHURCH AND READ SOMETHING WORTHWHILE! IT COULD SAVE YOUR SOUL and those who hear you! SELAH.

AS WE SPENT 3 HOURS PREPARING THIS PAPER -

to this point - the "AWAKE!" magazine came for January 22, 1992. "THE MORAL BREAKDOWN" - can it be REVERSED? - the conclusion is - not very likely. Once men and women "SLUM" - there is LITTLE if any LIKE-LIHOOD that they will CHANGE. But if and when they do - the ANGELS stand AMAZED - even the DEVIL himself. It did not work for him, nor for his agent - MIKE CLUTE. A very common "BELIEF" is that when the "BUM" hits "ROCK BOTTOM" he will suddenly REALIZE his REAL CONDITION and ask for "HELP!" This is a MISTAKEN NOTION, although some MAGAZINES play on that THEME. More often than not - the end result is "DEATH!" DON'T START!

THIS ADVENTIST "CLEANER" FORMULA FOR "HAPPINESS" - SEEMS TO BE "EXACTLY" THE FORMULA THAT LEADS TO RUIN!

(FROM Jan. 22, 1992 "AWAKE!" MAGAZINE:) (NOT VERBATIM)
You be TOLERANT of my "LIFESTYLE" - I'll be TOLERANT of "YOURS!" You do your "THING!" I'll do "MINE!"
Each way is RIGHT - NOTHING IS WRONG! "LIVE and let LIVE!" (or "DIE!" and let "DIE!".) It is FORBIDDEN to FORBID! Be TOLERANT - NONJUDGMENTAL! This "FOOLOSOPHY" gained ground as the AFTERMATH of WORLD WAR II. When WOMEN raised their PERMISSIVE KIDS. NO MAN AROUND. When the MEN came HOME - rather that FACE these HOODLUMS and their MOTHERS - they would rather go "HUNTING!" (GRIZZLY BEARS!) Or attend a BALL GAME
with a \textbf{CASE OF BEER! (ALWAYS THE BEER!)}\textbf{As has been EXPOSED - COAST TO COAST - PREACHERS cheat on their WIVES. 50\% of MARRIAGES end up in DIVORCE. MARRIAGE is not so POPULAR any more. 22\% of CHILDREN born today are born OUT-OF-WEDLOCK! We are getting NUMB to it. This 'AWAKE!' has a WONDERFUL SECTION on a book - 'A CHILD IS BORN!' 'THE FETUS' is able to TASTE - FEEL - HEAR - BREATHE - YAWN - SMELL - REACT TO GOOD MUSIC - All forms of 'ROCK!' drives it to 'DISTRACTION!' In the '2nd MONTH...it has all the 'NEURONS' it will ever have!' Are 'ABORTIONISTS' guilty of 'MURDER? Do they take a 'LIFE!' - ???

\textbf{DOES 'CLEANER' - 'CELEBRATING' THE 'GOOD' IN OTHERS - INTEND TO BUILD A BETTER SOCIETY - or to BREED - 'ANARCHY' and 'RUIN!' THANK GOD WE HAVE THE ANSWER!}

'THEY SHALL WAX WORSE AND WORSE - !!!'

'DECEIVING AND BEING DECEIVED!'

'UNTIL THE FLOOD CAME AND TOOK THEM ALL AWAY!'

'LOVED!' THEMSELVES TO 'DEATH!'

'UNTIL THE FLOOD CAME AND TOOK THEM ALL AWAY!' STAYED TOGETHER! SLAYED TOGETHER! NOT SO SMART TO 'STAY TOGETHER!' THE MESSAGE OF REV. 18 IS NOT A MESSAGE OF 'STAY TOGETHER!' It is a MESSAGE as is the '10 VIRGIN PARABLE!' of 'COME APART and be ye 'SEPARATE!' OR ELSE:

'ALL PERISH TOGETHER!' T5:211.

'LOVED!' THEMSELVES TO 'DEATH!'

IS THIS WARNING WORTH CONSIDERING?
"THE GLEANER" EDITOR FOLLOWED THE PATTERN SET BY "40 YEARS OF FROOM." "FLATTERY - FLATTERY - FLATTERY!"
(The same mentality that is behind the "GOLDEN CALF SYNDROME" "CELEBRATION!")

THIS IS THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REASON WHY THEY REFUSE TO EVEN LOOK AT WHAT THEY CONSIDER A "SNAKE!") (THE OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTION!) BUT THEY ARE GOING TO HAVE TO "LOOK!"
TO BE SAVED - !!!

God led the Children of Israel OUT of "EGYPT!" No sooner were they "OUT!" than they wanted to go back "IN!" When given "ANGEL FOOD!" (MANNA) they wanted "FLESH POTS!" MURMURING and COMPLAINING every step of the way! STUBBORN - UNCONTROLLABLE PEOPLE! It is alright to say that of the people of the past - but is this PRESENT GENERATION ANY BETTER - ???

ALL OF A SUDDEN HERE IS A PEOPLE - that are NOT going to REPEAT "THE MARCH OF DEATH!"
THIS IS A "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"

THIS I KNOW FOR FROM TOLD ME SO!
He had his FLING and was BURIED in the middle of it. He never realized his "DREAM OF 40 YEARS OF FROOM!"
All the BAD EGGS would leave the basket and only
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144,000 TRUE BLUE SAINTS would remain. THE SAME SONG was sung by the HIGH-PRIESTS in the days of JERUSALEM - we would WIN over the ROMANS! Not only the "HIGH-PRIEST" but the "INDEPENDENT" MINISTRIES like BARABBAS the "REVOLUTIONARY" in the CRISIS - UNITED! WITH ONE MIND! "WE ARE GOING TO WIN!" It may surprise you to know that GOD'S PEOPLE THEN - and GOD'S PEOPLE NOW! do not plan on "WINNING!" or being "IN THE VANGUARD!" of a "GREAT MULTITUDE!" NO! NOT AT ALL!

READ IT IN THE FIRST CHAPTER OF THE ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" p.38. "HIS PEOPLE" WILL OBEY THE "SIGNS" TO "FLEE!"

Now look in YOUR "GREAT CONTROVERSY" to see the "IMPROVEMENT!" "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!"

INTO THAT "CHURCH!" OF COURSE!
THERE YOU HAVE YOUR 144,000. AND
THERE YOU HAVE YOUR "MULTITUDE!"
HOW LOVELY!

FITS LIKE A GLOVE! Only they FORGOT to give us the TEXT! Is this the HISTORY OF THE JEWS - "REPEATED!"
This "HOLY CITY" the only place of "REFUGE?" (OR A "DEATHTRAP?")

OAKHURST - CALIFORNIA - 1959.

THE YEAR THE "SHEPHERD'S RODS" WENT "BELLY-UP!" The "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE!" ADDICTS.

WILL THE HISTORY OF OLD "JERUSALEM" BE REPEATED?

(1) THE HOLY CITY. GEARED UP TO FIGHT THE ROMANS. GOD "PROMISED!" THEM "VICTORY!" So said the "HIGH-PRIEST!" The HEAD of the CHURCH. LIKE HOUTEFF. LIKE FROOM.
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(2) THEY FACED THE ONES THEY WERE GOING TO DEFEAT -
THE GOVERNMENT - THE ROMANS. (SOMEBODY SHOULD
TELL THIS TO: "ROY ADAMS" OF AR JUNE 11, 1992
p.4(620) where he helps AGITATE the PEOPLE-TO-
REVOLT! By "JUDGING!" that "INJUSTICE!" was done
without hearing the CASE of "RODNEY KING!" WAS HE
THERE? DID HE KNOW OR NOT KNOW THAT THIS FELLOW
WAS RIGHT UP THERE IN FRONT IN EVERY RIOT - and
was GUILTY of the DEATH OF HOW MANY? ONLY A FOOL
JUDGES A MATTER BEFORE HE HEARS IT!? "He that
ANSWERETH a MATTER BEFORE-HE-HEARETH-IT, it is
FOLLY and SHAME unto him!" PROVERBS 18:13.

THERE WAS NO RACIAL HATRED WORSE
IN THE DAYS OF CHRIST AS BETWEEN
THE JEWS AND THE ROMANS.

NO DOUBT THERE WERE MANY INCIDENTS OF THE ROMANS
(GOVERNMENT) THAT JUSTIFIED THE HATRED AND THE SEEKING
OF "REVENGE!" by the JEWS. So they called on CHRIST
to "FEED!" and "HEAL!" their ARMIES to set them up
ABOVE THE ROMANS! But He told them they were ENSLAVED
only for ONE REASON - because of their SINS. And to
REVOLT would only make matters 10 TIMES WORSE! He
told His people to keep a LOW PROFILE - take some
ABUSE rather than FIRE UP A WHOLE PEOPLE AND HAVE
BLOOD FLOWING LIKE WATER!

THIS DUMB "ADVENTIST REVIEW" ARTICLE
IS CALCULATED TO FIRE UP RACIAL PREJUDICE
TO RED-HOT HEAT -!!! THE MAN WHO WROTE IT
IS DUMB - THE "WM. JOHNSON" THAT PRINTED
IT - IS DUMPER STILL! FOR HE COULD "COOL!" IT.

Are these people not aware that BLACK RIOTING WILL:
(1) CAUSE BLOOD TO FLOW LIKE WATER! (OF COURSE IF YOU
DON'T BELIEVE IN "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" ANY MORE [SM
1:48; SM 2:78] THEN YOU NEED PAY NO ATTENTION TO
THIS:) (2) "AS TIME ADVANCES, AND RACE PREJUDICES
"INCREASE!" it will become ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE, in MANY
"PLACES!"...(TO PREVENT) SUCH A FEELING OF ANTAGONISM
that they will be ready to DESTROY and to KILL!...

I HAVE SAID BEFORE:

White men in colored areas should set up "repair shops" out in the country - have a white man act as a "go-between" to drive the truck - bring sewing machines - typewriters - blenders - lawn-mowers - cars - bicycles - to be repaired. Should have about as many whites as blacks at the "repair shop center." Have your own water - gardens - keep agitators strictly "out!" do not let them stay for even one night! Out! Out! Out! and stay out! Who cares who worked on a machine - as long as it works! Let a diplomatic white man act as "go-between!" Let the authorities freely come and check what is going on. (Women could run a "sewing center!" and/or a "bakery!") Could run a small "logging operation!" so the kids could learn at home.

GOD GIVE YOU WISDOM - DO NOT FOLLOW THESE DUMB ADVENTISTS TO GET YOU IN A TRAP! ALL WAR AND REVOLUTIONARY-MONGERS - "OUT!" TELL ROY ADAMS TO PEDDLE HIS GOODS - ELSEWHERE! UP AT THE NORTH POLE!
(1) THE AMBITIOUS "JEWs!" and their "INDEPENDENT"
BARABBAS were going to "WIN!" from their "UNHOLY
CITY!"

(2) THE ROMANS - for "100 YEARS!" - "THE CATHOLICS
ARE COMING!" with the "SUNDAY LAW!" (But did you
see how "QUICK!" the ADVENTISTS "WELCHED!" in
BRITAIN?) You can depend on these "BORN-LOSERS?"

(3) Then there was a "3rd ELEMENT!" DID NOT JOIN "A"
   - DID NOT JOIN "B"

WHEN YOU SEE CERTAIN "SIGNS!" THEN "FLEE!"

THIS ELEMENT WAS "VICTORIOUS!" NOT ONE LOST THEIR
LIVES! THIS "HISTORY" TO BE "REPEATED!"

   BUT - BUT - BUT -

They reached in there with their GRIMY PAWS - CHANGED
THE TEXT - !!! "THOSE WHO SAY THEY ARE "JEWs!" BUT
WHO "LIE!" and ARE NOT! "BUT ARE THE "SYNAGOGUE OF
SATAN!" He will MAKE THEM COME and "WORSHIP!" at the
FEET of the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" - REV. 3:7, 8.
"BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA!"

THE "CHURCH" THAT CAME FORTH IN 1844 - !!!

"...THE "CHURCH!" AT THIS VERY TIME!" 1884 GC 268-9.
"As they REJECT the TEACHINGS OF HIS WORD, God
WITHDRAWS HIS "SPIRIT!" and LEAVES them to the "DECEP-
TIONS WHICH THEY "LOVE!" GC 430-1.

GOD'S PEOPLE TAKE NO "WAR-MONGERING" SIDE!
THEY HEAD FOR THE HILLS AND WATCH THE "SMOKE
OF HER BURNING GO UP!" Rev. 18:9.
THEY ARE FREE OF THE BLOOD OF ALL MEN - !!!
THEY ARE FREE OF THE RIOTING ADAMS - JOHNSONS -
STANDISHES - FOLKENBERGS - A SKELETON WITH
SOME MEAT HANGING ON IT - !!!

"CURSED IS THE MAN THAT TRUSTETH IN MEN!
AND MAKETH FLESH HIS ARM!"
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"All these solemn admonitions will either make the church better — or decidedly worse... and would none of my reproof, I also will laugh at your calamity, I will mock when your fear cometh; when your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction cometh as a whirlwind... then shall they call upon me, but I will not answer... The man whom God is leading will be dissatisfied with himself... I wish to speak to you plainly..." T5:72-3. Today it is possible for a man or woman to be "dead!" but another can bring them back to life!! This is our work. "Arise, shine: for thy light is come! and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee." "To those who go "out!" to meet the bridegroom is this message given!" Col 420 (430). This is what it means for the world to be "lightened!" with His "glory!" 1884 GC 421. "It will not do for us to float along with the current, guided by tradition and presumptuous fallacies... Cease ye from man!" SM 1:93. "A compelling power moved the honest!" EW 278-9.

"I saw that when the messengers... bear a plain, pointed testimony, they should keep up the distinction between the church of Jesus Christ, and formal, dead professors!" SG 2:299, 300.
AUSTRALIA, "...wrote some of her BEST BOOKS: "DESIRE OF AGES" - "CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS" - "MOUNT OF BLESSING" - which are BEAUTIFUL BOOKS, by the way. If a person followed them they would not but be GOOD CHRISTIANS. She wrote those here." p.7.

WELL SIR, FORD - YOU SURE DID IT THAT TIME!

You have been RATTLING a SKELETON around the World - "CHRISTIANITY TODAY" - and anywhere you can get your horn in - the HORRORS of the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" has "...ROBBED MANY PEOPLE OF THE "ASSURANCE (OF SALVATION!)...FROM-THE-MOMENT-THEY-"BELIEVE!" (SAD! SAD! SAD!) p.3.

IN A BOOK "REVIEW" BY JEW "CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN" -

the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" is NOT found in "SCRIP-
TURE!" - "W.W.PRESCOTT, who made some of these
PROTESTS, also had trouble accepting October 22, 1844.
YEARS LATER, he lost his JOB at "ATLANTIC UNION
COLLEGE" because he told the brethren that the
"INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" doctrine is NOT in harmony
with SCRIPTURE. The late DR. L.E.FROM, just before
his death, told the SAME HARD "TRUTH" to ELDER NEAL
WILSON." p.14. "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" - Special

OF COURSE NOT! FORD IS FAR MORE "HONEST" -

than these other IMPOSTERS who MASQUERADE as "SEVENTH-
DAY ADVENTISTS" and have fallen EN MASSE for: "I AM
SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!"
"ONLY BELIEVE!" "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" "IT IS NOT
"FAITH!"...IT IS "PRESUMPTION!" GC 471-2.

THE "PRESUMPTION" OF THE PENTECOSTS -

That's why FORD was such a Big "FRIEND" of "HOLY
ROLLEw "WALTER MARTIN" just before his DEATH. But
FROM and ANDERSON were BOWING AT THAT SAME CHARIS-
MATIC WALTER MARTIN SHRINE - LONG BEFORE FORD! So
FROM-ANDERSON-FORD were "ONE!" under the Skin. And
so was "STANDISH!" all PROTESTATIONS to the CONTRARY.
What does PENTECOSTALISM-EVANGELICALISM (BABYLON)
TEACH - ??? "THE LAW" cannot be kept! Christ must
"GIVE" us a "CHARACTER-NATURE" when He comes - !!!!

LISTEN TO STANDISH - !!!!

"One must not be CONFUSED by the REALITY that our sinful NATURE-IS-RETAINED until this mortal shall put on IMMORTALITY." STANDISH. p.30. "OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION!" OCTOBER 1987. (50¢) (ONE WITH THE PENTECOSTALS-HOLY ROLLERS.) "SEDUCING SPIRITS AND DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" Ev. 361.

ODOM - TO PLEASE FROOM-ANDERSON-WALTER MARTIN-(BABYLON)

TO HIDE THE FACT THAT EVERYTHING PROMISED FOR "CHARAC-
TER" CHANGE IS ALSO PROMISED FOR "NATURE" CHANGE. So he HID it under "MAN" - "NATURE OF..." "The Holy Spi-
rit implants a "NEW NATURE!" "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.27.
"Our NATURES are in need of DISCIPLINE...to be
MOLDED!" p.187. "He does not have pleasure in any
man who RETAINS his old NATURE!" "GOD'S AMAZING
GRACE" p.66. "They are made PARTAKERS of the DIVINE
"NATURE!" p.80. "RESIST and SUBDUE the tendencies of
our fallen NATURE." p.104. "...in his sinful NATURE
he COULD NOT keep the "LAW!" p.140. "...and thus an
ENTIRE CHANGE will be wrought in YOUR LIFE!" p.209.
"...a RENEWING of your WHOLE NATURE!" p.313. "The
WARFARE against SELF is the GREATEST BATTLE that was
ever FOUGHT!" p.313. "...that TRANSFORMS the ENTIRE
BEING!" p.329. ("GOD'S AMAZING GRACE!") "Thus your
whole "NATURE" will be brought under the CONTROL
of the Spirit of Christ...DESIRE (FAITH ALONE!) (WISHFUL
THINKING!) if you STOP HERE, they will avail NOTHING!
...an ENTIRE CHANGE may be made in your LIFE." SC 47-8.

"THE "FORGIVENESS OF SIN" IS NOT THE SOLE

RESULT OF THE DEATH OF JESUS. He made the infinite
sacrifice, NOT ONLY that SIN may be REMOVED, but that
human "NATURE" might be RESTORED-REBEAUTIFIED-RECON-
STRUCTED from its RUIN, and MADE FIT for the Presence
of God. We should show our "FAITH" by our WORKS...
UNLESS...DEFECTS of "CHARACTER" ARE OVERTHROW, these
DEFECTS will OVERCOME those who possess them, and they
will "FALL!" into ERROR, APOSTASY, and OPEN SIN..."Let
him that THINKETH (that he is "SAVED!" FORD "ASSUR-
ANCE!"") "Let him that THINKETH he STANDETH - take
HEED lest he FALL." T5:537. "The subjects of the
"SABBATH" - the "NATURE" of MAN, and the "TESTIMONY OF
JESUS" are the GREAT and IMPORTANT TRUTHS, these will
prove as an "ANCHOR" to hold God's people in these
perilous Times." T1:300. (And 20 more References.)

BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN -

BRINSMEAD in 1959 - STANDISH in 1988 - BOTH of them
went by 1905 A.T.JONES - (STANDISH "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION"
Sept. 1988, p.20-1.) JONES WAS RIGHT - in 1905!
He taught in 1905 - the MESSAGE of 1888! He had
ALREADY BEEN in "LIVING TEMPLE" - the "ALPHA" of
APOSTASY! And was in the MIDDLE of "REVISING!" that
Book with DR. SADLER - and PAUSED in the MIDDLE of it
to WRITE: "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFEC-
TION" - A.T.JONES - 1905. Which BRINSMEAD thought was
SO WONDERFUL he featured the last 2 Chapters in
BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" 185 to 190. (JONES
actually wrote that in 1893 when ELLEN WHITE was long
gone to AUSTRALIA and JONES was INTRIGUED with "I AM
SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" - ANNA RICE PHILLIPS - 1893. (SM
2:85.) (OLSON BOOK 304.) "...her CHILDISH DREAMS...
FLATTERING...the IMAGINATION of a CONCEITED and
DECEIVED MIND...UNBALANCED MINDS...PRESCRIPTION...
There is a "DEAD FLY in the OINTMENT."...WAVES OF
FANATICISM...COUNTERFEIT...I HANG OUT THE DANGER
SIGNAL!" SM 2:89 to 95.

"WAVES OF FANATICISM!"

BRINSMEAD LIKED IT! JONES WAS "SINLESS! SINLESS!
SINLESS!" CRAZIER than any "HOLY ROLLER "JIMMY
SWAGGART" PENTECOST!" LEADS TO "JEZEBEL'S "FREE-
LOVISM!" T8:291-2. Cannot "RESIST!" and "SUBDUE!"
the "FALLEN NATURE!" "(LAODICEAN) DARKNESS is their
ELEMENT, SENSUALITY is their SPHERE!" T8:291.

1893 - JONES LIKED IT! SM 2:85.

1893 - JONES BEGAN RAVING ABOUT: "WORKS AMOUNTED TO
"NOTHING!" "NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377.
1905 - put that in his Book = "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION!" SINLESS - SINLESS - SINLESS - with "NO WORKS!" and "NO LEGALISM!"

1960 - BRINSMEAD brought that "SINLESS!" MESSAGE in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" BOOK which ENTHRALLED ADVENTISTS EVERYWHERE! All up and down this PACIFIC COAST - entire CHURCHES studied that Book - including the MINISTER - HUDSON and RUE dared ANYONE to find "ANYTHING WRONG!" with that BOOK!

1900 - this led to "HOLY FLESH!" ELLEN WHITE CAME BACK FROM AUSTRALIA TO "MEET IT!" PERSONALLY!

1900 - only about BREED and HASSELL wanted to talk to her AT ALL! She was "OUT!"

1903 - with her RIGHT HERE - !!!! They DEFIED her to her Face! Took this into "LIVING TEMPLE!" JONES and WAGGONER signed their Names to it!

1905 - JONES wrote how "SINLESS" he was!

1960 - BRINSMEAD via HUDSON brought that to AMERICA.

1988 - STANDISH JOINED THE "CONFEDERACY!" He was "SINLESS!" also. "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" September 1988, p.20-1. JONES WAS RIGHT! - in 1905! All this as a Result of MASSIVE "BRAIN-WASHING" by FROOMANDERSON for YEARS - "BY FAITH ALONE!" (They NEVER READ the "COUNTERFEIT" in GC 470-473. 1884 GC 300-2. "COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM AND BE YE SEPARATE!"

ORIGINAL BOOK p.304. (Can you find "THAT!" in your Book - ???)

AND THE NEXT CHAPTER IS:

"THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"

"...THE JUDGMENT WAS SET, and the BOOKS WERE OPENED!"
1884 GC 307. GC 479. (There it is! Dan. 7:9, 10, 13, 14.) (Your Book CHANGED THAT! Dan 7:9, 10. RV.)
I wonder WHY? The Devil always has a REASON - I wonder what-was-the-REASON - ??? And why did they MESS EVERYTHING ELSE UP instead of 9 pages they made it 13 and about over 25% MORE WORDS!

FORD SAYS - NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" WANTED -

IF "I AM SAVED!" THE BLESSED: "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION"

FORD HAS THEM OVER A BARRELL!

WITH ONE VOICE THEY BELIEVE THE SAME AS HE DOES! But we have "FORD-OVER-A-BARRELL!" Remember he said ELLEN WHITE while in AUSTRALIA wrote 3 BOOKS - the BEST she had ever Written! One he named was "CHRIST OBJECT LESSONS." 1900. WATCH THESE OTHER DATES to see what she said ON-THIS-DATE! THERE COULD BE NO STRONGER STATEMENT THAN THIS: (HOW DOES ADVENTISM WIGGLE OUT OF IT - ???) "THE PHARISEE (FORD-STANDISH-FROOM-ANDERSON-RICHARDS—and all the Rest! SAME AS PENTE-COSTAL-EVANGELICAL "NEW AGE"). They have NOT-A-WORD to say against "FORD!" or "F.F.BRUCE!" or "JOHN DARBY!" - or NEW THEOLOGY!" or "OXFORD MOVEMENT!" or "FALSE REVIVALS!" or "NEURO-LINGUISTIC-PROGRAMMING!" or "NLP!" or "ERICKSONIAN HYPNOSIS!" or "MIND-CONTROL!" or "ALTERED STATE-OF-MIND!" or "JEFF REICH" telling you in "OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION" December 1990, p.24, that he (JEFF REICH) - sees: "MUCH GOOD!" and "SOME GOOD!" in "LAB 1 and LAB 2 TRAINING!"

NO WONDER ELLEN WHITE WARNED IN

what FORD CALLS: "BEAUTIFUL BOOKS...If a person followed them they could not but be "GOOD CHRISTIANS!" "SUNDAY NIGHT TALK" p.7. What does one 1900 BOOK SAY - ???

"THE PHARISEE...is full of SELF-RAISE. He LOOKS it, he WALKS it, he PRAYS it...HE IS SATISFIED...is proving the RUIN of THOUSANDS TO-DAY. There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human soul, as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS it is the MOST HOPELESS, the MOST INCURABLE!"

"I AM SAVED!" ...They are "UNPREPARED!" ..."Let him that THINKETH he standeth take heed lest he FALL!" COL 150-1, 154-5. "Those PROFESSED believers who come up to the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" UNPREPARED...The case of all such is HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.

"I AM SAVED!" IS THE STUMP IN THE CROSS-ROAD.

If you do not want to "BLAST!" it "OUT!" and BULLDOZE it over the Cliff - we have WATCHED it PAMPERED by
FROOM-ANDERSON-RICHARDS-NICHOLS-FAGAL-VANDEMAN-MAXWELL - we have seen them BOW DOWN before CHARISMATIC "TONGUES!" and "HEALINGS!" WALTER MARTIN - BARNHOUSE - ORAL ROBERTS - trying to SLIDE IN on their "INFLUENCE!"

"I HAVE BEEN SAVED!...

"I AM BEING SAVED!...

"I SHALL BE SAVED!...

"QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" 118-9,349-50.

** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

COMPARE WITH: 1 John 1:8. EW 71,98,165. "CLAIMING that they were living WITHOUT SIN...This is a DEceiver and an "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554,563. SM 1:314. RH 1:65.


T5:73,216,219,299,538,689. T1:294,336. "They PRAY "SANCTIFICATION!" - SING "SANCTIFICATION!" - and SHOUT "SANCTIFICATION!"...Their CONSCIENCES are SEARED...

There is NO SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a PART of the Truth behind them: T1:338,608.1 TM 65,169.


"Before ANGELS, MEN, and DEMONS, He could speak words that from ANY-OTHER-LIPS would have been BLASPHEMY:
"I do always those things that please Him." John 8:29.


T7:199,200,285. "When finite, ERRING MAN, gives evidence that he regards himself as of GREATER IMPOR-
TANCE than God, when he thinks himself RIGHTEOUS...we may KNOW that unless he REPENTS, the CANDLESTICK will QUICKLY be removed out of its place." TM 567,356,352.


"SATAN had deceived JUDAS and led him to THINK that he was one of Christ's TRUE DISCIPLES: but his HEART had ever been CARNAL." EW 165,227,98. MM 247. PK 435.

PHIL. 3:12-19. LLM 41,118.
"YOU!" are the people - "YOU!" are going to give the "LOUD CRY!" - "YOU!" are EVERYTHING! And ANYONE that does NOT AGREE with that MIND-SET - is a NOTHING - NOTHING - NOTHING! And if the "LAW" did not protect us - we would be no safer than in a CATHOLIC COUNTRY. LATELY they have been HAMMERING at "CATHOLICS!" Especially that "DAVID MOULD" and his "LAYMEN FOR RELIGIOUS LIBERTY" - POB 1029, DELAND, FLORIDA. 32721.

CALLING IN (SDA) "JOHN OSBORNE" and

(former "JESUIT") "ALBERTO RIVERA" - "IN SEARCH OF ANTICHRIST!" and selling a "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION" of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" that is a "STEAL" at $70.00 WITH RABBLE-ROUSING "HATRED" of "ROMANISM! - ROMANISM! - ROMANISM!" (IN AMERICA! and the FOSSILIZED "666."))

THIS IS DEFINITELY THE CLEVER "COUNTERFEIT!"

It is so HARD to YANK OURSELVES AWAY from "TRADITION" that makes the Word of God of "NON-EFFECT!" And FEW there be that will do it - but for the "FEW" we present:

*****(1) "666" is the "IMAGE!" - NOT the "BEAST!"


*****(2) "THE JEWS" that are RUNNING "AMERICA" and THIS CHURCH! Would just LOVE to take ATTENTION AWAY from THEMSELVES - and make it: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" And deceive DUMB ADVENTISTS that it is: "...the CATHOLIC CHURCH, NOT "ISRAEL" and the "JEWS" at the FOREFRONT of "LAST DAY" EVENTS...the VATICAN, along with the UNITED STATES, is to be a MAJOR PLAYER in "ENFORCING" the "MARK OF THE BEAST."...While "PROTESTANTISM" - especially in America - once a bulwark

- 36 -
AGAINST CATHOLICISM, has CLEARLY REACHED "across the
Gulf" and grasped the HAND OF THE PAPACY!" 75:451.
(ALL EMPHASIS MINE.) WHERE WAS THIS PRINTED? In
"LAST DAY EVENTS" (Julia E. WRIGHT, POB 232, ORTING,
WASH. 98360.) PHOTO-OFFSET from "ADVENTIST REVIEW"
January 18, 1990. Who was the AUTHOR - ??? ADVENTIST
JEW - "CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN." Wouldn't the JEWS -
running this Church - like that? And like it better
yet if "REFORM" but ECHOES the same!

*****(3) WHAT IS THE TRUTH? AMERICA, FUNNELING
BILLIONS of YOUR $'s TO BUILD UP THE COUNTERFEIT STATE
OF ISRAEL - then launching the BIGGEST AIR-STRIKE IN
HISTORY against the ENEMIES of "ISRAEL!" (And not
over by a LONG-SHOT!) To make the World safe for
JEWS! HUNDREDS - THOUSANDS of PUBLICATIONS to stress
that FACT! But the JEWS THAT RUN THIS CHURCH (into
the GROUND!) point to: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM!
ROMANISM!" ROMANISM is the BIG BAD "WOLF!" IS THAT
"ELLEN WHITE?"

*****(4) You know, if one is TIED HAND AND FOOT to
"TRADITION!" It is HARD, and for some - IMPOSSIBLE!
To break the SPELL. How do you get into the SPELL?
It was CLEARLY set forth in the ORIGINAL 1884 "SPIRIT
OF PROPHECY" 4 or 1884 "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" p.337
to 350. "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" How SATAN will
"SNARE!" ADVENTISTS. They took the Key (First 4 pages
337-340 - "OUT!" of your Book.) VANCE FERRELL
ACKNOWLEDGES THIS BY RE-PRINTING those 4 pages in one
of his "ERSATZ" - "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATIONS." I guess
it bothered him that "ADVENTISTS" should be so easily
deceived. But why didn't he pursue it FURTHER and
discover:

"SHE"

"Protestantism will yet stretch her hand across
the gulf to grasp the hand of Spiritualism; SHE
will reach over the abyss to clasp hands with the
Roman power; and under the influence of this
threelfold union, our country will follow in the
steps of Rome."

ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405.
"THEY"

The Protestants of the United States will be foremost in stretching their hands across the gulf to grasp the hand of Spiritualism; THEY will reach over the abyss to clasp hands with the Roman power; and under the influence of this threefold union, this country will follow in the steps of Rome...

GC 558.

MAKES NO DIFFERENCE - VANCE FERRELL - ???

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE - ???

*****(1) NEBUCHADNEZZAR had a "DREAM" of a "GREAT IMAGE!" Dan. 2:1, 31.

*****(2) DANIEL saw that this "GREAT IMAGE!" represented 4 "KINGDOMS" that would RULE the WORLD. Daniel 2:37-40.

*****(3) This covers a SPAN of mostly or largely "PAGAN" conquests until March 7, A.D. 321. "THE EDICT OF CONSTANTINE" which led to his ARMIES venturing forth with "THE CROSS!" 1884 GC 51-65. GC 49-60. (FIRST CALLED: "BABYLON!") 1884 GC 64, 70, 172, 233. GC 59, 65, 237, 248, 381.) The "IRON" of "ROMANISM!" was WEAKENED by this MIXTURE with "POTTERS" or "MIRY" (WEBSTER: "FILTHY" or "APOSTATE" CLAY. NOT SOUND.) (If they were "SOUND" they would not MIX with "ROMANISM!") "THE STONE" brings this MIXTURE - "DOWN!" Daniel 2:34-36, 41-45.

*****(4) "WE ARE THE CLAY!" Job 10:9; 33:6. Isa. 29:16; 45:9; 64:8. Jer. 18:6. We have come to a time when GOD'S SACRED WORK is represented by the FEET of the IMAGE in which the "IRON" is MIXED with "MIRY CLAY." The MIXING of CHURCH-CRAFT and STATE-CRAFT is represented by the IRON and the CLAY. They have invested their strength in POLITICS, and have UNITED with the PAPACY." (EXTRACTS from M.S.S., April 22, 1899. MM 119-127, 204-5. T1:360-1. PK 431, 503. T8:187. 4BC 1168-9. RH 4:152. "GOING TO BATTLE CREEK" 124. BRISBIN 58. (If this was TRUE when
WRITTEN in April 22, 1899 - how much TRUER NOW - !!!
CATHOLIC LAWYERS - $500.00 A DAY FINES! Where will it END? We know EXACTLY where it will END! "So APOSTASY in the THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. (FIRST they LOSE-THE-POWER!
By keeping the PAPAL "X-MASS" and NICHOLS "EASTER!"
BILLY GRAHAM'S "GULF WAR!" I saw the NOMINAL (BY "NAME" ONLY - all that they have LEFT!) - "I saw the nominal "CHURCH and NOMINAL ("SHEPHERD'S RODS" - "AWAKENERS" - "STANISH CONSORTIUM" - "STAY-WITH-THE-"SHIP!" - "REFORM!"") LIKE "JUDAS" would BETRAY us to the "CATHOLICS," to obtain their "INFLUENCE" to come against the TRUTH. The SAINTS will then be an OBSCURE PEOPLE, little known to the CATHOLICS (because we do not hand out the APOSTATE "CHICK" PAPERS!) ... THEN THE CATHOLICS (RAMIK) bid the "PROTESTANTS" (WILSON "ILK") to go forward, and ISSUE-A-DECREE...TO DESTROY THE SAINTS... ($500.00 a day FINES - is "DESTROYING THE SAINTS!") (He that can do the ONE - is CAPABLE of doing the OTHER!) "...BUT BEFORE THEIR "DECREE" bring or bear FRUIT - the SAINTS will be DELIVERED by the "VOICE OF GOD!" MAGEN and SPAULDING 1,2. 1915-1916.

THANK GOD FOR THE TRUTH - !!!

*****(5) BLAZING "NEW LIGHT!" We thought that "WILSONONIANS" put "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" into that "27 THING!" - from HAL LINDSEY'S BOOK! but MAYBE NOT!
Maybe they obtained that utter "SPIRITUALISTIC BLASPHEMY" (GC 554,558) from CATHOLIC "DANTE'S INFERNO" MONSIGNOR PRIESTS - (In a TRACT from BRO. LEE of ROCHESTER - CATHOLIC STRENGTH) - "CATHOLIC LAWYER" - "ALBERT H. MONACELLI" broke with CATHOLIC "TRADITION" and his WIFE, just before she Died - convinced their MONSIGNORS - "THE CROWNING DISCOVERY OF THEIR LIFE!" that "THE LOVE OF GOD" is "UNCONDITIONAL!" "It admits of NO EXCEPTION or MODIFICATION!"
CATHOLIC TRACT p.7. ADVENTIST "27" BOOK p.VII,6,25,
274,305,350,356. (Then there is no "SEALING?" For "SEALING!" would mean "AN EXCEPTION!") (Then there is no "HELL!" NO "PURGATORY!" for that would mean "AN EXCEPTION!") (No souls "LOST!" for that would mean "AN EXCEPTION!") These people are CRAZIER than MIKE CLUTE!
"ALL ABOARD!" THE DEVIL'S TRAIN!

"It seemed "THE WHOLE WORLD!" was on Board the "ALL-MEN-SAVED!" - "UNIVERSALISM!" "LOVE-EM-ALL!" "LET'S DANCE!" "CELEBRATE! WHOOPIE!" "SWING YOUR PARTNER AROUND THE GOLDEN CALF!" "PASS THE BOTTLE!" "The REINS of "SELF-CONTROL" are laid upon the Neck of "LUST!" the POWERS of MIND and SOUL are made subject to the ANIMAL PROPENSITIES, and SATAN exultingly sweeps MULTITUDES into his NET - "THOUSANDS" who PROFESS to be followers of Christ!" GC 556,559. "To ALL, the TESTING TIME!" will come. "By the SIFTING of TEMPTATION!" the GENUINE "CHRISTIAN" will be REVEALED!" GC 625. (443.)

*****(6) "PEACE and SAFETY!" is the CRY from...THOSE DUMB DOGS!..ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

TO GET ON THIS POPULAR BAND-WAGON -

*****(7) GERMAN REFORM - "REFORMATION HERALD" JULY-SEPTEMBER 1990. "JOSE' BARBOSA" - "CONVERSION" is NOT an IMPROVEMENT of the OLD "NATURE!" p.5.

*****(8) PASTOR NEWELL HAMMOND in an UNDATED LETTER to "HOEHN RESEARCH" - (SESSLER) - "The four hours of meeting we sat through SABBATH was much truth with twisted truth and error! (Underlining his) One such example, SESSLER said he was giving the "loud cry," yet if you looked around the room you saw three or four dozing! (His glasses are dirty Rev. 3:17.) The last two hours were the most dry and spiritless hours I have ever sat through. S.P. quotes like an automatic rifle, one after another. If this is the loud cry, we will never see our King come! The first subject on character building and the righteousness of Christ was good! Rev. 14:6. "The everlasting Gospel" was never mentioned, just S.P. quotes...Brother Hoehn also has associated me in print with Bobby Sessler. I plead with you! Please don't!" (THANK YOU BROTHER HAMMOND - WE WILL NOT UNLESS WE HAVE TO! THANK YOU FOR WRITING.)

*****(9) RALPH LARSON in "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" June 1991. "Those who have ACCEPTED the "Seventh-Day Adventist message have made a conscious and deliberate decision to live by the Scriptures and NOT-BY-TRADITION!...
...They have done this because they could see NOT-A-SINGLE-DOCTRINE held by Seventh-day Adventists IS-BASED-ON-TRADITION!" RALPH LARSON. p.21. (I would be AFRAID to see his TEETH SHATTER IN HIS MOUTH! to make such a BLASPHEMOUS STATEMENT and LIE! In front of THOUSANDS of people! NOT A SINGLE HONEST PERSON would SIGN HIS NAME to that STATEMENT - not around this World! NOT ONE!

I SAID AT A MEETING:

*****(10) "I believe the Book: "TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" is HALF "CONDEMNATIONS!" The Owner of the House stood up and said: "I believe you are MISTAKEN - I believe it is MORE-THAN-HALF!"

*****(11) ELLEN WHITE - "SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER. In the "SEALING TIME" - "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN-THE-CHURCH!" T5:210. (And as a RESULT - ???) NEXT PAGE: "HERE we see that "THE CHURCH!"...THE ANCIENT MEN (LARSON-STANDISH-OSBORNE-WILSON-WIELAND-HEPPENSTALL-NEWMAN.) "Here we see that "THE CHURCH"... THE ANCIENT MEN...Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the CRY from THESE DUMB DOGS! that would not BARK...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER!" T5:211. "Let the MINISTERS "AWAKE!" let them take in the SITUATION. (NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?") THE WORK of "JUDGMENT" BEGINS at the SANCTUARY..."SLAY UTTERLY!"...but come not near any man upon whom is "THE MARK!" and "BEGIN!" at my Sanctuary. Then they BEGAN at the "ANCIENT MEN!" TM 431-2.

NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?"

*****(12) "I beheld till the THRONES were cast down, and the ANCIENT OF DAYS did SIT...TEN THOUSAND TIMES TEN THOUSAND stood before Him; "THE (INVESTIGATIVE) JUDGMENT was SET, and the BOOKS WERE OPENED!" Daniel 7:9,10. "...until a TIME and TIMES and the DIVIDING OF TIME...the "JUDGMENT" shall SIT!"...(This was ALL that was shown DANIEL at that Time because:) "HITHERO is the END of the matter!" Daniel 7:25-6,28.
Perhaps here we should pause —

Did you forget that we are to show the difference between 1884 GC 405 and the way they distorted it in your book — the "Uriah Smith translation" — GC 588. What are: "Events" in their "order"? This could save your soul.

*****(A) We must understand "the sealing!" who is "sealed!" (judged!) first? "Romanism" — ??

*****(B) Did we write these pages "in vain"? Or did we have a purpose? Who-is-"judged!" first?

*****(C) Who will be cut down right and left — "first?" "Romanism" ("The beast") or the "image?" who is "666"-?? "Romanism?" or "here we see the church!" "Our former brethren!" "So apostasy ("omega of apostasy!") in-the-church prepares the way for the "image to the beast!" GC 444. "...another religious body...here is to be found "an image" of the "papacy!"

1884 GC 278. (it is patently obvious if it is "an image of..." "It cannot be the "Roman church" which is here meant! for that "church" has been in a fallen condition for many centuries!" 1884 GC 232.

*****(B) So what's all the united yapping — about "Romanism! Romanism! Romanism!"

*****(C) Have another look at: "So apostasy in "the church" shall prepare the way for the "image to the beast!" GC 444. That proves 2 things. (it is not the "beast." It is "an image of..." "There has been no "apostasy!" since 1844 in the "Roman church" — the "apostasy" was there all the time! The "popular protestant" churches did not change (apostatize) their religion either! It has to be: "...some religious body (singular) that was once "pure!" and has become (progressive tense) has become corrupt!" 1884 GC 232.

Now you have a look at your GC 383 and see —

What a mess they made of "that!" We could write a thesis on what adding one word can do to change the text and the thought! "...it cannot refer to the Roman church "alone!" Your GC 383.

*****(D) Do you see through it? We have been writing on this for years and years and years — and yet we see
things NOW - we never saw before. WE SEE NOW - these
LAODICEAN HUCKSTERS - trying to SELL a YARD OF GOODS -
seem to even OUTSMART THE DEVIL! ELLEN WHITE SAID IT
"CANNOT BE THE ROMISH CHURCH!!" (They even had "THAT"
STRAIGHT in the "1888 BOOK!!")

BUT HERE THEY SAY IT "CAN!"

But not "ALONE!!" And 5 MILLION HYPOCRITES GO ALONG
WITH THE WARPED 1911 BOOK! WHY - ??? Because it just
COULD 'NOT be POSSIBLE (NO WAY!) that this "CHURCH"
this "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!!" could STOOP to find "NEW
LIGHT!!" (BLACK LIGHT!!) from what "THE SPIRIT OF
PROPHECY" TAUGHT!! So they AGREE that VANCE FERRELL
should get SO RAVING MAD as to call us all kinds of
NAMES - and put in "QUOTES!!" what we NEVER said -
NEVER dreamt of! But since he is a SPECIALIST in
CHANGING BOOKS - he can also seek to demolish us with
a vendetta and a blast CALCULATED to "FINISH US OFF!!"
Which is EXACTLY what we are coming to - the spirit of
the WHORE - JEZEBEL! T8:250. (What to do about it -
the next page.)

*****(E) ROMANISM HAS NOT CHANGED! APOSTATE
PROTESTANTISM IS "A REFORMATION FROM BAD TO WORSE!!"
"PRESENT TRUTH" p.22. So who does that leave that
has: "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH??" "Let no man DECEIVE
you by any means: for "THAT DAY" shall not come except
there come a FALLING AWAY FIRST, and that "MAN OF SIN"
be revealed, the son of perdition...with all POWER and
SIGNS and LYING WONDERS!!" 2 Thess. 1: 2:3,9. "It is
stated in the WORD that the ENEMY will work through
HIS AGENTS who have DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH, and
"THEY" will seemingly WORK MIRACLES, even to the
bringing down of "FIRE!!" out of Heaven in the sight of
men. By means of LYING WONDERS...(To "ASTOUND" the
"BEAST!!") SM 2:54. (THIS WILL) "...BRING SEVENTH-
DAY ADVENTISTS TO-THE-TEST!!" 53.

*****(F) WHICH "BEAST - ???"
"And I beheld "ANOTHER
BEAST...and he had 2 HORNS LIKE A LAMB, and he spake
as a "DRAGON!!" (WILSON the "DRAGON!!" "RELIGIOUS
POWERS, allied to Heaven by "PROFESSION," and CLAIMING
to have the CHARACTERISTICS of a "LAMB!!" will show by
their ACTS that they have the HEART of a "DRAGON" and
that they are instigated and "CONTROLLED" by SATAN...
THE (ADVENTIST) "MAN OF SIN"...ENFORCING"...THE FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK!"...the spirit of "ANTICHRIST!" T9:229,230. "To HUMAN WISDOM, all this "NOW!" seems "IMPOSSIBLE; but as the RESTRAINING "SPIRIT OF GOD" shall be "WITHDRAWN" from men, and they shall be under the "CONTROL" of SATAN!...AS THE STORM APPROACHES, A LARGE CLASS who have PROFESSED "FAITH" in the THIRD MESSAGE, but have not been "SANCTIFIED" through it, ABANDON their POSITION, and take REFUGE under the "BANNER" ("The "BANNER" over us is (UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE!") the BANNER of the POWERS of "DARKNESS!" By UNITING with the WORLD...when the "TEST" is brought... "THEY" become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former "BRETHREN." When SABBATH-KEEPERS are brought before the COURTS...THESE APOSTATES...STIR UP THE RULERS AGAINST THEM!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608.

****(G) "When "BRETHREN" manifest the spirit of the "DRAGON," to make "WAR" upon those who believe that God has communicated "LIGHT" and "COMFORT" to them through the "TESTIMONIES" it is TIME for the BRETHREN and SISTERS to assert their "LIBERTY" and perfect FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE!" T4:245-6.

"AND I BEHELD "ANOTHER" BEAST... he had TWO HORNs LIKE A "LAMB"...And he doeth GREAT WONDERS so that he maketh "FIRE!" come down from HEAVEN...saying to THEM on the Earth, that "THEY" should make an "IMAGE TO THE "BEAST!" Rev. 13:11-4. GC 444.

THIS IS THE "JEWS" - THE "PROFESSED" PEOPLE OF GOD -

ALL OVER AGAIN! As "HISTORY" is "REPEATED!" They did not have the POWER to "CRUCIFY" the TRUTH - so they had to "APPEAL TO "CAESAR" - "THE "GOVERNMENT." "That "THEY" should make an "IMAGE" of the "BEAST." But they at this TIME - will have the "POWER!" and the "MIRACLES" - they will have the World ready to do their BIDDING. And REMEMBER in this DRAMA -

"THE BEAST" thought to "CHANGE" TIMES and LAWS - but "THE IMAGE" does the "SAME!"
So ONCE you realize "THAT!"
DANIEL 7: "ANOTHER LITTLE HORN" - that has THEOLOGIANS STYMIED around the World - need not be such a MYSTERY if "I BEHELD TILL THE THRONES WERE CAST DOWN (in 1844 - see ORIGINAL 1846 "FLYER!" and "ANOTHER" PROPHET picked up where "DANIEL" left off! He tried to see MORE - even to becoming "SICK" for "MANY DAYS!" But was TOLD OVER AND OVER AGAIN - "HITHERTO IS THE END!" Daniel 7:28.)

*****(H) The REST would be shown after: "MANY DAYS!"
Dan. 8:26. To be SPECIFIC - AFTER: "THE THRONES were cast DOWN, and the ANCIENT OF DAYS DID SIT...the (INVESTIGATIVE) "JUDGMENT" was set, and the "BOOKS WERE OPENED!" Dan. 7:9,10.

*****(I) It would not help to have given this "LIGHT!" before that "TIME!" (1844.) The "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" would change EVERYTHING anyway. The most DRAMATIC "EVENT!" in all human History - the "SEALING!" of 144,000 LIVING SAINTS - who would be PROTECTED during the GREATEST "TIME OF TROUBLE" there ever was. THEIR "ANGEL GUARD" DOUBLE-D - the "SHAKING" CHAPTER is the "SEALING" CHAPTER. Who will be SEALED and who will NOT - and WHY they will NOT.

*****(J) "LEFT" by the ANGELS OF GOD - we will see a people "POSSSESSED BY DEMONS!" NOT - as most people THINK - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" NO! TO HIDE THIS TRUTH - is their MAIN REASON for "CHANGING" the WRITINGS.

"THE SHAKING" CHAPTER -

*****(K) Starts out with "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" NOT A WORD about "LAODICEANS" for 2 pages later. ADMIT THIS FACT: THE "SEALING" STARTS IN "THIS LAND OF LIGHT!" (AMERICA.) With those in "THE GREATEST LIGHT!" Now it is very fine for the PROUD and HAUGHTY "PHARISEES" to say - "THAT" is "US!" But ask yourself the Question: "HOW can they be "IN THE GREATEST LIGHT" and at the same time DETERIORATE from the 1903 "LIVING TEMPLE!" (ALPHA) to "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" - "IMPEenetRABLE" (OMEGA?) IMPOSSIBLE! Let's have some SENSE! Because TRUE RELIGION makes "SENSE!"

*****(L) And we see the Lord of the "HARVEST" (SEALING) knock just, so long on that "SHUT DOOR" CHURCH, and then "PASS BY!"
"The END is come upon my people of Israel; I will not again "PASS BY" them any more. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be "HOWLINGS" in that "DAY!" saith the Lord God; there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place; (They give the "LOUD CRY") they shall cast them forth WITH "SILENCE!" Amos. 8:2,3. GC 628-634. 1884 GC 446-461.

*****(M) If he "PASSES BY!" where does He go ⋯???

He does the "IMPOSSIBLE!" He goes to "GATHER!" (SEAL)

the HATED "OFFSHOOTS!" WATCH THE GLARING "HATRED!" as

the PHARISEES see Him "GATHER" (FISHERMEN!) Men from

the "PLOW!" - "VINEYARD!" - other branches of "WORK!"


BC 2:1005,253,369. T4:607. Those "NOT TRAINED!" (Not

HUNG UP in "TRADITION" of the ELDERS that makes the

"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" of "NON-EFFECT!" GC 606. 1884

GC 424. EW 69. "THE REMNANT OF ISRAEL, and such as

are "ESCAPED!" Isa. 10:20. "THE OUTCASTS!" Isa.


*****(N) Those who come to Church just to be enter-
tained ("CELEBRATION!") who couldn't-care-LESS! LEFT

those who made "NO EFFORT!" T1:180-1. "LEAVING these

with SINFUL TRAITS UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL

ANGELS. (DEMONS.)" T1:187.

WELL - THAT'S ABOUT IT - ISN'T IT?

THE BIGGEST CON-JOB EVER PERFORMED

ON ANY PEOPLE ON EARTH -

When they Rail-Roaded her to AUSTRALIA to get her out

of their way - and she in her Innocence and Naivete -

STILL BELIEVING IN THEM - WEE WILLIE ALSO - sold his

Honor to them - those who "EDITED" - (WOODS FOR ONE)

the "MORNING WATCH BOOKS" - SKILLFULLY FROZE OUT THE

SECTIONS where she raked them over the Coals - (as

"NEW AGE" OCCULTISM-SPIRITUALISM DOES - do not deal in

what they consider "NEGATIVE!"
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PUT THIS IN BLAZING HEADLINES

"In 3 or 4 instances, PARAGRAPHS have been REARRANGED so that the SELECTION ENDS ON A POSITIVE TONE." FOREWORD to 1979 "THIS DAY WITH GOD." By the "TRUSTEES" that EGW said "CANNOT BE TRUSTED!" TM 361,356,106, 146,376,386. (Want 20 more?) "CURSED is the man that TRUSTETH IN..." "In 3 or 4 Instances...?" or in 3 or 4 "HUNDRED!" instances! And the STEADY and INSISTENT CALL for "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" and set aside your Differences - and don't find Fault! That she leveled at THEM! That THEY were to come in Line with the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" and the "HOLY SPIRIT" that gave it - they turned SQUARE AROUND and HURL this at the "MEMBERSHIP!" That YOU are to KNUCKLE UNDER and be SUBSERVIENT to the likes of "THEM!" TRULY THE FROOM HOAX OF THE CENTURY! NO WONDER that DECENT and UPRIGHT PEOPLE LEFT IN DROVES - to get AWAY from a CHURCH and an "ELLEN WHITE" that would TEACH such EAST INDIAN HINDU "FATALISM!" Man is but a BLOB of PROTO-PLASM in a World of "KARMA!" Join the other MINDLESS Hordes and follow the HOLY COWS or HOLY BULLS around in case you might be favoured to Plaster some Holy Emanation on your Head while it is still Warm. About as Effective as following MASTER GURU FROOM AROUND and end up as he did in his Holy Pilgrimage with Billy (Goat) Graham with Wieland standing by - nodding his Approval. All the Fight taken out of him as any other Vacant-Minded Suppliant who took the same Oath of Silence to Win some Merit. "Even a FOOL, when he holdeth his Peace - is counted WISE!" Pro. 17:28. "Ye FOOLS and BLIND!" Matt. 23:17.

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S "IMAGE."

Daniel saw 4 GREAT EMPIRES - (1) NEBUCHADNEZZAR was THE GOLDEN HEAD - BABYLON. (2) FOLLOWED BY MEDO-PERSIA - INFERIOR TO THEE. (3) FOLLOWED BY GRECIA. (4) FOLLOWED BY THE 4th BEAST OF IRON - MORALITY SHRUNK TO ROME. THAT WAS THE END OF STABLE GOVERNMENTS. REVOLUTION BROKE THEM UP INTO 10 FACTIONS - (5) 10 TOES REPRESENTED BY "WE ARE THE CLAY" - 10
ECCLESIASTICAL TOES MIXED WITH THE IRON OF THE STATE.
(6) THE POWER OF ROME BROKEN INTO 10 FACTIONS WHO WILL
RESURRECT ALL THE IDEOLOGIES OF ALL THE FORMER KING-
DOMS IN AN INSECURE CONGLOMERATE LED BY ADVENTISTS WHO
WILL STRIVE TO BE THE "HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL" AS
"APOTHEOSIS IN THE CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE
IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444.
(7) DANIEL SAW TILL "THRONES WERE CAST DOWN, AND THE
ANCIENT OF DAYS DID SIT." Daniel 7:9.
(8) "THE JUDGMENT WAS SET, AND THE BOOKS WERE
OPENED." 7:10.
(9) TRYING TO SEE MORE - he was taken to a Span of
2300 Days and "THEN SHALL THE SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED!"
8:14. TRYING TO SEE STILL MORE - even to becoming
Sick unto Death - he was told to "SHUT UP" or "SEAL
THE BOOK" - as he had already gone so far that "NONE
UNDERSTOOD IT!" 8:27.
(10) IN THIS PERIOD OF TIME - INFERIOR ROME BEING IN-
TIMIDATED BY THE CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE - CRUCIFIED THEIR
SAVIORS. CHURCH AND STATE UNITED. "SEAL THE BOOK...
for the Words are CLOSED TO THE TIME OF THE END." 12:4,9. (11) His straining to get more LIGHT was met
again and again "...for at the TIME OF THE END shall
be "THE VISION." 3:17. What he was shown as "THE
VISION" is for MANY DAYS." 10:14. "O DANIEL, shut up
the Words, and SEAL the BOOK, even to the Time of the
End." 12.4. 1884 GC 186-7. The "RUNNING TO AND FRO"
spoken of here (12:4) is "THE MESSENGERS" trying every
possible way to WARN THE PEOPLE OF THE COMING JUDG-
MENTS" - and if not - the DARKNESS will be so dense
that He will remove their Candlestick OUT of his
place which means: "He will take His Holy Spirit
FROM the CHURCH, and GIVE it to OTHERS, who will
APPRECIATE IT!" RH 272-3. July 16, 1895. See also
July 23, 1895. "He will use OTHERS!" The Visions
given to Daniel by God the Father - took in a Span of
Time and Ended with the Sitting of the Investigative
Judgment in the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly
Sanctuary in 1844.
(12) GOD the SON has now passed through the Stages of
being a BABE in a Manger - men are ever Ready to have
Him where they want Him - Worship Him as a HELPLESS
BABE in a MANGER - a HELPLESS MALEFACTOR ON A CROSS -
(X-MASS and EASTER) - a Time to SMOKE and DRINK and
CAROUSE when at least they have ONE "GOD" where they
want Him - HELPLESS! At their Mercy!
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(13) But they choose NOT TO "UNDERSTAND" when JOHN the REVELATOR goes one Step further than DANIEL - and presents the "LAMB AS IT HAD BEEN SLAIN!" Rev. 5:6. Now we are past the 2300 Days - the LAMB a VICTOR over the GRAVE - now appearing before the COURT IN HEAVEN in a NEW ROLE - as ADVOCATE-LAWYER-MEDIATOR - ONE WORTHY TO OPEN THE BOOK SEALED WITH -

"7 SEALS!"

If URIAH SMITH had been STRANGLED IN THE CRADLE - this people MIGHT have a chance to UNDERSTAND that NOT ONE SEAL could POSSIBLY OPEN before 1844. AS THE JUDGMENT SITS - the LAMB is now no more and NEVER AGAIN will be in the Role of a VICTIM of SATAN'S and MEN'S WRATH - the SHOE is now on the other FOOT - IF FILthy - they now face a "JUDGE!" IF HOLY - they now face an ADVOCATE. It is up to men if they want to Develop a "CHARACTER" or not.

"CHARACTER!"

DANIEL was HONORED before NEBUCHADNEZZAR for his Role as a Prophet. JOHN the REVELATOR was NOT SO HONORED - because his constant call for "CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT" they tried to Kill him. FAILING that - they BANISHED him to the Isle of Patmos. Where he was given some of the most glorious VISIONS ever given to man. RH 5:107. Book of Daniel - "SEALED!" Did that mean the END of all VISIONS as the JEWS TOOK IT? Would not LISTEN to JOHN or CHRIST? BOTH were the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" GOD GAVE VISIONS TO DANIEL. GOD THE SON GAVE VISIONS TO JOHN. BC 7:953-4. T7:288. UNSEALS BOOK OF DANIEL. TM 112-8. (SEE INDEX - "REVELATION, Book of...")

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

"WITHOUT PROPHECY - MY PEOPLE PERISH!" The most glorious LIGHT ever given to man was given - URIAH SMITH - the Adventist False Prophet - and FROOM who assumed his Mantle - this Imposter and Theological Joke - beat the Tom-Toms for "THE BIBLE ALONE!" What he meant was "FROOM ALONE!" "PROFESSOR EMERITUS FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING FOR ANDREWS UNIVERSITY!" Ellen White did NOT have the "PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING"
that FROOM DID! IN FACT - she had NONE! THEREFORE we go by "THE BIBLE! (AND FROOM) ALONE!" We CUT OFF Ellen White because: (ABOVE ALL - she called, like JOHN THE REVELATOR - for "CHARACTER-BUILDING" the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME!" Who wants THAT - ??? As History is Repeated - the "250 Princes of Renown" - the 1888 "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" - the ACCUSERS and CONDEMNERS and FAULT FINDERS who stood by URIAH SMITH and OLSEN CONFEDERACY - until she wrote in the "SAND" as the Lord gave her VISIONS of their INTIMATE LIVES - one after another made a PRETENSE of "CONVERSION" until only URIAH SMITH stood DEFIANT to the BITTER END! Was it for nothing that she called them KO+?A - the Church Leaders - "1888 MATERIALS" - p.599,600,602, 603,906,912,989,1067,1068,1303,1324,1518. "The Facts relative to KORAH and his Company, who rebelled against Moses and Aaron, and against Jehovah, (NOT "YAHWEH!") against JEHovah, are Recorded for a WARNING to God's people (NOT "YAHWEH'S PEOPLE!") GOD'S PEOPLE, especially those who live upon the Earth near-the- Close-of-Time!" SOP 1:306. ST 4:153. PP 403-4. T3:353,358,361. T5:66.

FROOM–DANIELLS–SPICER–FIGHUR

(SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE - Feb. 1957) "NO DOCTRINAL TRUTH OR PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION ever came to this people INITIALLY through the Spirit of Prophecy - no, not in a SINGLE CASE." (FROOM.)

AS SOON AS THE OLD FOOL WROTE THAT -

I IMMEDIATELY TURNED TO EW 42 - THE "PHILADELPHIAN SANCTUARY TRUTHS" - which refers you to EW 86. (THE BASIC SANCTUARY TRUTHS!) "The view of "THE OPEN AND SHUT DOOR," on pages 42-5 was given in 1849. The application of Revelation 3:7,8, to the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY was entirely NEW to me. I had never heard the idea advanced by ANYONE. Now as the subject of the Sanctuary is being clearly understood, the application is seen in its' force and beauty." EW 86.

WANTING SO DESPERATELY -

to keep us from INVESTIGATING "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS" that she made - as one CHURCH LEADER ECHOES THE
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OTHER in making that LYING STATEMENT - by that time - (1957) we must have had 25 "DIVINE PREDICTIONS" indexed and catalogued - we went on until we had 100. When Bro. Davis said: "Isn't it TIME to put them down?" We had 200. (SORRY - none left - if Time permits we should reprint them.) Many of which - if not MOST of them - were NOT "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS" - which means the ROLE of a COMMENTATOR of what is ALREADY WRITTEN - a PROPHET is NOT CONFINED TO THAT! As FIGHUR with 30 Scholars spent 30 years and could not "PROVE" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" from the "BIBLE ALONE!" - therefore we should not Preach on it anymore. I think a 12 year old Son of a Christian Mother - could produce 30 References in 30 Minutes.

(A) DANIEL saw till THRONEs were cast down and the judgment did SIT.

(B) JOHN THE REVELATOR saw the DETAILS of this JUDGMENT SET.

(C) REVELATIONS 4 and 5 - the SEALING (INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT) Rev. 7 to 14.

(D) As the book "SEALED WITH 7 SEALS" is opened one by one - is a Picture of the CHURCH DETERIORATING until they Ride the HORSE OF DEATH. Some of the most dramatic Scenes of LEAVING THE HORSES AND THE WAGONS ON THAT LITTLE NARROW PATH INHERENT IN "MY FIRST VISION" could NOT have been formulated from "THE BIBLE ALONE!"

- NO WAY! Over and Over again - the most Blessed "LIGHT!" ever given to MAN! "THE LAST WARNING!"


GC 449. THE CHURCH will be split up in "TWO DISTINCT, OPPOSITE CLASSES!" 1884 GC 282. GC all chewed up in GC 450. Because they do not want the Church to split up into WISE and FOOLISH! But like it or not - the Lord does not wait for what MAN WANTS!

(E) EZEKIEL 9 is the SEALING CHAPTER. EZEKIEL 8 is the ABOMINATION CHAPTER.

(F) We have never yet heard ANY MINISTER ANYWHERE explain: "TURN THEE YET AGAIN, AND THOU SHALT SEE GREATER ABOMINATIONS THAT THEY DO!" 8:6,13,15. (And if NONE will be "SEALED" except they show them "ALL" their "ABOMINATIONS!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!"

T3:267. RH 2:49. How are we going to show them ANY "ABOMINATIONS!" if we do not even know the WORST ONES LISTED IN EZEKIEL 8 - ??? And watch them, like WIELAND and STANDISH - use Pregnant Mare PEE (called HOR-
MONES!) to change your WIFE! Or from the same SOR-
CERER'S HANDS - Bless you for turning your Face to-
wards the "EAST!" - March up the hill with BILLY
(GOAT) GRAHAM to great the Rising "SUN!" as do all
other HEATHEN CULTS! (REMEMBER the Billy Goat that
RAMMED Billy in the REAR as he went up the Hill? The
Lord has a Sense of Humor - this is proven by the fact
that He made BILLY - had the GOAT ram him and break
his Arm - shown in News Media all around the World.
Some have not caught on YET!)
(H) That Billy Goat had never touched anyone BEFORE!
The Lord has a Sense of Humor, as BILLY SUNDAY SAID -
that is why He made "SOME OF YOU PEOPLE!" It really
is a Joke how WIELAND will quit harping on FROOM-
ANDERSON following the LEAD of BILLY GRAHAM right into
the 3-FOLD ECUMENICAL UNION with BROTHER BILLY BABYLON
in "MISSION-KEY '73" - where "LIGHTNING BOLT PIERSON"
got a SURPRISE! RH August 9, 1973, p.24. Had him
SQUAKING for 2 years later: "What went WRONG,
Brethren?" "What went WRONG? (Or did you choose to
FORGET that the "40 Year Plan" of PRIOR MONK "SABBAS-
TIAN FROOM" - culminated in the ECUMENICAL UNION with
BILLY and the CATHOLICS in his "KEY '73." FROOM FOUND
STILL LYING in the RUINS of his own SPECULATIONS - and
in spite of the MIRACLES of God to: (A) SILENCE the
BIG MOUTH OF FROOM FOREVER in him "MISSION '73" - (B)
Give PIERSON a LIGHTNING BOLT to remember Him by.
(C) The same as He did when the POPE declared his "IN-
FALLIBILITY." They prepared the SISTINE CHAPEL so
that as the POPE would be CROWNED - a Monk would
remove a CURTAIN off a WINDOW and the BEAMS of the SUN
would SHINE on the POPE'S HEAD at the Moment of his
being CROWNED with "INFALLIBILITY!!" But when the Moment
came - CLOUDS BOILED UP - a LIGHTNING BOLT
smashed that WINDOW! At which the Adventist will
laugh! But is just as BLIND as the HOTTENTOTS as they
bow down to Worship their WITCH-DOCTORS and "gods" -
as the "FLOCKS and HERDS" (PT 45,64,79) of Adventists
follow their FROOM-WILSON 1971 JOINT BOOK showing what
Doctrines they intend to Teach to bring about the
"LOUD CRY!!" FROOM'S SUPREME AMBITION - HIS LAST FLING
- "MISSION-KEY'73."

* * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * *
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LET IT BE SAID RIGHT HERE:

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE TRUE PROPHET OF GOD - EVERY TIME - is to call the people BACK to "KEEP" the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD! No WAFFLING! No EXCUSES! You CAN do it! You must TRY! And if we FAIL - we FAIL! At least we have a CHANCE! But if we LIE DOWN before we START! OR WORSE YET! Tell God to His face - that we do not even intend to TRY! CHRIST IS IN HEAVEN - THE LAW IS IN HEAVEN - HE CAN KEEP IT THERE! "THE CONTEST IS between the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD and the COMMANDMENTS (LEGALISM!) OF MEN!" T5:81.

***************

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE SATAN INSPIRED FALSE PROPHET - EVERY TIME - is to LOWER the STANDARD that God has Set - to appear before men in the Role of a Great Benevolent CHURCH FATHER-GURU-SHAMAN-WITCH DOCTOR- NEW AGE SORCERER - gracious/kind/understanding BAKKER and SWAGGART TYPE - in the Realm of MAGIC - the "GREAT GENIE" will up and "GIVE" you a CHARACTER when He comes! IS THAT WHAT YOU LEARNED IN THE WRITINGS OF THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?" Or is it literally TRUE: "IN VAIN do they WORSHIP ME - Teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!"

***************

WHEN BRINSMED CAME ON THE SCENE - and gave the people what they wanted to hear - that even the very "WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE" - the Sin they did not even know they had - it was "SUBCONSCIOUS" that even the Best had boiling away inside - after a LIFE-TIME of being a "CHRISTIAN" - even the DEAD would have this sin "BLOTTED!" out! When the DEFENSE COMMITTEE" answered that - and answered it WELL! Dec. 1961 - and BRINSMED tried to defend himself like a Rat against a Wall - the Adventists said at that Time: "We prefer to take our stand with John (1 John 1:9) believing that when God cleanses from "ALL" unrighteousness - NOTHING REMAINS in the Soul Temple to be cleansed away in the JUDGMENT." p.20. HT-RB.
STANDISH -

PRETENDS to be a Noble Gladiator - defending the "FAITH!" against "FORD" and the "NEW THEOLOGY" - it is the Essence of the "NEW THEOLOGY" to go by FROOM- DANIELLS in their JOINT BOOK: (RAM Ellen White right in the Face - everything she ever said - which is the very latest BRAIN-WASHING TECHNIQUE - RAM the Truth right in the Face with:) "...Cease from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES...Only then can we truly pray our Lord's prayer." COR 20-2.

THOUSANDS of ADVENTIST MINISTERS - young, old, black, white and Polka Dot - must have LOOKED AT THAT - did several Summer-saults in the Air (in their Mind) before coming down to Earth again.

CAN THIS BE TRUE?

"by FAITH INSTEAD of by WORKS...FAITH TAKES THE PLACE OF WORKS..." COR 18-20. ESPECIALLY if he had read the Spirit of Prophecy BEFORE reading this ABOMINATION! And more ESPECIALLY if he had spent ONE HOUR with the INDEX before coming to any Conclusion - but what OVER- WHELMED him must have been the PRAISE and ADULATION he heard for THIS BOOK - this "NEW THEOLOGY" back in 1941 (RICHARDS had it in 1926!) - the Student must have been PERPLEXED - filled with WONDER - how can you tie the 2 together? BABYLON with SOP? Is BABYLON all of a sudden - RIGHT - ??? Or is my Brain - ADDLED? Do not know if I am Coming or Going? BETTER TAKE IT EASY, BROTHER! EVERYBODY IS PRAISING THIS BOOK! NEVER HEARD ONE MINISTER - NOT IN CHURCH - NOT IN RE- FORM - NO ONE ANYWHERE BUT LOUDLY ACLAIMS THIS BOOK! Either I'm CRAZY - or THEY ARE! THIS IS NOT RELIGION! IT'S LUNACY! It's straight from HELL! Straight from the DEVIL!

SO WHEN I SEE AND HEAR -

They keep things under Wraps - but once in a while the Lid is blown RIGHT OFF! And we see them giving the Right Hand of Fellowship to the HOLY HELL BAAL-PRIESTS - sending their Ministerial Students over to them to LEARN MORE - get INDOCTRINATED to obtain DEGREES - and
COME BACK HATING THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." Their Top Men having to "RETIREF" because they are going
"BANANAS" - or Loaded down with CANCER - or End up
CHASING WOMEN! Did we find that in the "BIBLE ALONE?"
or did we find that in the SEALING TIME in TM 446-7?

OH! HOW THEY WILL HATE THIS! THIS IS "TOO HARSH!"

"There are Ministers and Workers who will present a Tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOODS as "TESTING TRUTHS" - even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS OF MEN as the Bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the Web as important Truths a Tissue of LIES. This imaginary "FOOD" that is being PREPARED for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH."


CERTAINLY IF - to please a Carnal Generation - yet in their Sins - and tell them they can Live as they please - Heaven is their Home - GC 557 ("SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER!) What a rude "AWAKENING!" they are in for come Judgment Day. LIKE THE JEWS - "CLAIM" to believe the Bible - these "BELIEVE" the OUTSIDE of the Books - not the INSIDE. THERE IS NOTHING LEFT TO "CLEANSE" when Christ comes - if by His Truth we NOW: "... may SANCTIFY, REFINE, and ENoble the WHOLE MAN." "THIS DAY WITH GOD." p.65. "EVIL...is not all to be kept for the Time of FINAL DELIVERANCE. God brings it into our PRESENT LIFE. We need DAILY (do we deny the "DAILY!") We need DAILY to CULTIVATE FAITH..." (SAME p.62.) "A LARGE MAJORITY...prefer SMOOTH MESSAGES...THEY CHOOSE MEN who will FLATTER THEM, and in their turn they FLATTER the MINISTER, who has shown such a "GOOD" spirit, while they REVILE the faithful Servant of God.

"Many PRAISE the Minister who dwells on the GRACE and MERCY and LOVE of Jesus, (WHO PICK THAT OUT FOR THESE "MORNING WATCH" BOOKS!) who is NOT PARTICULAR TO ENFORCE DUTIES and OBLIGATIONS, who DOES NOT WARN of GOD'S WRATH." (Like one Sister in...) "HIS TRUE SHEPHERDS WILL NOT PRAISE and EXALT MEN...They will bear "HIS" Message, whether men will HEAR or...FOREBEAR... if they are TOO PROUD to REPENT and CONFESS their ERRORS...the Lord will REMOVE HIS LIGHT from
them and LEAVE THEM TO WALK in the way they have chosen." (SAME p.55.)

MORAL OF THIS STORY? BE GLAD that NOT ALL tell you that "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE YOU MAY BE" GOD’S "LOVE" is "UNLIMITED" and does not tell you to turn from TM 15 to TM 16. And if instead of telling you God will "GIVE" you a "CHARACTER" when HEPPENSTALL’S (and BABYLONs and the JEWS of TEL AVIV and MORMON’S and BILLY GRAHAM’S "MESSIAH" comes He will "CLEANSE" you THEN = OH! "Happy Day!"?) Perhaps the DAY will not be so HAPPY when you find out:

(We can find 100 References to PROVE that NOTHING will be done to PURIFY the SOUL when Christ comes - but to find just-the-right-one is not that easy - it may take 2 hours before I can put down ONE LINE! Here is one like that:)

POOR STANDISH - POOR GROTHER - POOR BAUER - POOR FORD
POOR BRINSMEAD - POOR FROOM - POOR HEPPENSTALL

"WHEN HE COMES - He is NOT to CLEANSE us of our Sins, to REMOVE from us the DEFECTS of our CHARACTERS, or to CURE us of the INFERMITIES of our TEMPERs or DISPOSITIONS. If wrought for us AT ALL - this work will all be accomplished BEFORE-THAT-TIME!" "NO WORK WILL THEN BE DONE FOR THEM TO REMOVE THEIR DEFECTS... This is "ALL" to be done in these Hours of PROBATION. It is NOW... It is HERE... that our BODIES and SPIRITS are to be FITTED FOR IMMORTALITY... And in this Work... we need to engage in it AT ONCE!" T2:355-6. 1869. (LONG BEFORE 1888!)

STANDISH -

Came DANGEROUSLY CLOSE to ADMITTING that "LEADERSHIP" and "WILSON" at GLACIER VIEW and elsewhere - and for a LONG TIME - sowed the SEED that gave BIRTH to the "NEW THEOLOGY." HE ADMITS what was: "...COMMONLY HELD BY MANY... DR. FORD’S entire Theology was RIDDLED with AUGUSTINE ERROR..." p.20-7. "OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION" - July 1988. - 56 -
EASY TO SAY THAT - NOT SO EASY TO PROVE THAT

FORD - the Toilet Urchin - is BEaten in the Public Square - "NOT" because he was Teaching "AUGUSTINE ERROR" - but because he DARED to go OUTSIDE the Church to do this - as long as he was INSIDE - what did STANDISH have to say - ???. Anyone that is OUTSIDE is FAIR GAME! SHOOT THEM ON SIGHT!

STANDISH RIGHTLY SAYS:

"...the NEW THEOLOGY CONCEPTS...the idea that man does not-need-victory-over-sin..." p.21. FOR YEARS HOLLERING DOWN OUR RAIN-BARREL - "FORD! FORD! FORD!" (WOLF! WOLF! WOLF!) But FORD said NOTHING WORSE - and BRINSMEAD said NOTHING WORSE - and AUGUSTINE said NOTHING WORSE - and I doubt if the DEVIL HIMSELF said anything WORSE - than SECOND-CHILDHOOD BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL in "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" - given away FREE by the SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK LOADS - from 1970 to 1980 - under the PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS - by "FAITH FOR TODAY" - (FAGAL) and the TUCKER TELECAST PROGRAMMES - NONE of the ABOVE have ever said anything WORSE than that MAXWELL BOOK - that MAN does not need to get VICTORY over SIN - READ THAT ABOMINATION - THIS IS THE "GOSPEL?" THIS IS TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM? p.41,48,54,56,58,59,60,61,62,63,65,69,76,77,78,83,84,94,96. (Try to obtain a copy - if not we can LOAN you one. Perhaps we will let you keep it.) If you can say you "BELIEVE" that Book - you are NO "ADVENTIST" and NEVER WERE!

STANDISH CLAIMS TO BE OPPOSED TO "NEW THEOLOGY"

AND OPPOSED TO "FORD?"

DO EITHER ONE TEACH ANY DIFFERENT THAN THIS:

"OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION" -

(STANDISH) - "One must not be CONFUSED by the REALITY that our sinful NATURE-IS-RETAINED until this mortal shall put on IMMORTALITY." STANDISH, p.30, Oct. 1987. (ALL EMPHASIS IN ALL THESE PAPERS OURS - DO NOT QUOTE. SEE ORIGINAL.)
"AND THE LITTLE DEMONS ALL RAN DOWNSTAIRS
AND RANG THE BASEMENT BELL -
NOW HERE IS THE SONG -
THEY SING THE WHOLE DAY LONG -
YOUR CHARACTER DON'T LOOK SO GOOD TODAY -
IN FACT IT'S KIND OF SICK -
YOUR NATURE TOO - IS KIND OF BLUE -
each time your ticker ticks -
so you'd better dash - for a pill or two -

BEFORE WE BURY YOU!"

STANDISH SAYS - "NATURE" is "RETAINED" - (AS ALL THE
WORLD SAYS) TILL CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! THAT PUTS
STANDISH IN WITH THE "NEW THEOLOGY!" THAT IS THE
TEACHING OF THE "NEW THEOLOGY!" NOW THE PHARISEES AND
SADDAUCEES ARE ONE! CHURCH AND AWAKENING ARE ONE! LED
not by "FORD! FORD! FORD!" but by "FROOM! FROOM!
FROOM!" But we cannot whip FROOM or WILSON or any
other LEADER - we must bear down and BEAT-THE-OUT-
SIDERS! (WHILE WE TEACH THE SAME! and FROOM ORIGINA-
TED IT!!) Is STANDISH HOLDING TO THE "SPIRIT OF
PROPHECY" or -

THE BIBLE?

(THE BIBLE) "If we CONFESSION our Sins, He is faithful
and just to FORGIVE us our Sins, and to CLEANSE from
ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!" I John 1:9.

THERE IS NO SINFUL NATURE - "RETAINED!"

NOT IF WE ARE "CLEANSED" FROM "ALL!" UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!

PRAISE GOD FOR THE "TRUTH!"
"BIBLE ONLY - !!!"

"The ENEMY has made his masterly efforts to UNSETTLE the PLAN of our own people in the "TESTIMONIES!" and when these ERRORS come in they claim to "PROVE!" all the positions "BY-THE-BIBLE!", but they MISINTERPRET the SCRIPTURES, "AS-DID-ELDER-CANRIGHT!" and MISAPPLY the PROPHECIES and the SCRIPTURES to prove FALSEHOOD. And, after men have done their WORK in WEAKENING the CONFIDENCE of our CHURCHES in the "TESTIMONIES!" they have torn away the BARRIER that UNBELIEF in the TRUTH shall become WIDESPREAD, and there is NO VOICE to be lifted up to stay the force of ERROR.

"THIS IS JUST AS SATAN DESIGNED IT SHOULD BE,

and those who have been preparing the way for the people to PAY-NO-HEED to the WARNINGS and REPROOFs of the "TESTIMONIES!" of the Spirit of God will see that the TIDE of ERRORS of ALL KINDS will spring into LIFE! "THEY!" will claim "SCRIPTURE!" as their "EVIDENCE!" and DECEPTIONs of SATAN IN-EVERY-FORM will prevail!

"I KNOW THAT ELDER SMITH and ELDER BUTLER

and MORRISON and NICOLA have been doing a WORK in their "BLINDNESS!" that they will not WISH TO MEET in the "JUDGMENT!" "1888 MATERIALS" 2:739, 740.